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Foran's book is IT: the definitive, detailed, intimate portrait of Mordecai Richler, the lion of
Canadian literature, and the turbulent, changing times that nurtured him. It is also an
extraordinary love story that lasted half a century.The first major biography with access to family
letters and archives. Mordecai Richler was an outsized and outrageous novelist whose life reads
like fiction.Mordecai Richler won multiple Governor General's Literary Awards, the Giller Prize,
the Commonwealth Writers' Prize, among others, as well as many awards for his children's
books. He also wrote Oscar-nominated screenplays. His influence was larger than life in Canada
and abroad. In Mordecai, award-winning novelist and journalist Charlie Foran brings to the page
the richness of Mordecai's life as young bohemian, irreverent writer, passionate and
controversial Canadian, loyal friend and deeply romantic lover. He explores Mordecai's
distraught childhood, and gives us the "portrait of a marriage" — the lifelong love affair with
Florence, with Mordecai as beloved father of five. The portrait is alive and intimate — warts and
all.
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on Quoted TextsAbout the AuthorPREFACEIn February 1973, Mordecai Richler was on the
“touring Can. Lit. writer’s circuit,” as he dubbed it. He had agreed to speak at a Jewish student
conference in Niagara Falls, Ontario. Then forty-two, and twice winner of the country’s top
literary prize, he stood at the vanguard of a literature fiercely aligned at the time with the wider
phenomenon of cultural nationalism. His status was indisputable; no Canadian literary figure
could claim such a high local profile and international reputation alike. It was also problematic for



Richler. He did not care for nationalisms, cultural or otherwise. Nor was he interested in being
bannered a “Canadian author,” having gone to some trouble to establish himself first in England.
He wasn’t disputing the stamp on his passport, or on his character, courtesy of a Montreal
childhood. He knew that his fiction was at its best when he wrote about his homeland. But
Mordecai Richler, in addition to being the sort of artist who, like Groucho Marx, wouldn’t join any
club that would have him as a member, didn’t fit any recognizable mould of how a Canadian
author should behave, think or write. More to the point, a single-category mould would soon
have shattered under his outsized sensibility. As a writer and public figure, he was singular—his
own club, in effect.He was also Jewish. Here, too, his profile was high, and his reputation, at
least among many Jews—the self-hating Jew, the anti-Semitic Semite—likewise established. In
Niagara Falls, the fact that he was the grandson of a prominent Montreal rabbi was well enough
known for someone to have mentioned it at a reception the night before. “I am writing this in my
hotel room at seven a.m.,” Richler began his speech. “It is a drummers’ hotel. A dirty
weekenders’ haven. Overheated. With a toilet that stinks of dampness. Outside, the town is
shoddy. Choked with cheap souvenir shops. Squalid wax museums.… I’ve been on the road a
week and, for the second night running, I haven’t had much sleep. I tell you all this because in
spite of my fatigue, and last night’s boorishness, I am flattering you with a special effort. I’m really
trying to get through.” Later, in a write-up of the tour, he admitted to having been “ensconced in a
gloomy, dimly lit bar watching a roller-skating derby on TV with four other early-afternoon
drinkers.” That rather dismal interlude occurred, presumably, between banging out his early
morning remarks on his portable typewriter and delivering them towards the end of the
afternoon. Here is part of what he told the students:There was somebody here last night with
sufficient curiosity—or decency—to ask whether or not I was enjoying myself. To him I would
answer my first thought on leaving here last night was, my God, what was I doing in this seedy
hotel, in a garish provincial town, locked in with a company of boors. And I seriously considered
hiring a taxi, escaping to Toronto airport, and returning home. To civility.This is not my prepared
speech. I left that in my hotel room. Because it would be a waste to deliver it here to such moral
and intellectual primitives.My prepared speech … dealt with present literary confusions, modish
philosophies, brutalized sex, and rampaging Canadian nationalism, cultural nationalism, which I
consider unfortunate. In a word, it dealt with non-Jewish themes, and I don’t think such matters
interest you. You are altogether too narrow. But let it pass. What I’ve really come here to question
is the nature of your Jewishness … about which you seem so confident.To return to last
night.Once I decided to stay on, my second thought was to buy a bucket of paint, and dab the
outside wall of this hotel with swastikas … because, above all, I am a considerate guest … and I
can think of nothing that would have given you more pleasure, a larger thrill, certifying your
ghetto-paranoia, as it were.What I’m trying to say is your Jewishness, unlike mine, is distorted,
mean-minded, self-pitying, and licensed not by Hillel or Rabbi Akiba, but by urban ignorance.
Bigotry born of know-nothingness.You feel your survival is contingent on the continuing anti-
Semitic pressures of the larger community outside, and where they do not exist, you invent



them.Put another way, I heard more anti-Gentile remarks here last night than I have anti-Semitic
remarks in years passed in Gentile company. Something else. I have, in years of speaking in
public, in Canada, England, and the United States, never stumbled among such yahoos
before.There was a girl here last night, somebody genuinely troubled, a girl who [seemed] to me
bright, who put in a good word for Jewish education. I said I agreed with her, and I agree with her
now, with this proviso.You, my dears, are not only in need of a Jewish education, but a general
education. There is hardly one of you, and I include your leaders, who can speak English
coherently, let alone grammatically. You are prolix and inchoate. You are unable to postulate
intellectual ideas. You confuse name-calling with invective and mistake abuse for wit. Given your
mean intellectual equipment, your grasp of real moral dilemmas, I should have thought you
would … of necessity … be overcome with modesty. Instead you are aggressive, ignorance your
shield, arrogance your armour. You are also sadly mistaken if you think you represent what is
best in our long Jewish tradition.What had set him off was the group’s agitation, voiced to him
the night before, over whether they should pressure their university to alter the date of a dance
so it would not conflict with the Sabbath.MiGod, MiGod, until last week babies were being fried
in napalm in Vietnam; as I speak, other babies are dying in Latin America, dying for lack of
nourishment. Black men are being beaten in South Africa. They are deprived of the most basic
human rights. The world is charged with injustice, insult, and depravity, and you are worried
about next week’s Friday night dance. I thought I was coming here to address a group of young
Jewish intellectuals, idealistic students, not a motley bunch of self-centred adolescents,
obsessed with trivia. So foolish, so ill-informed, as to think grace … Yiddishkeit … if you
like … revolves round the Friday night dance, and whether or not one attends.What is more
distressing, is you even seem to think that you have a special hold, a privileged grip, on the
Jewish tradition, and that by observing the Sabbath, eschewing the Friday night dance, you are
doing more to perpetuate it than such infamous shabbas goys as Leon Trotsky, Franz Kafka,
Albert Einstein, Saul Bellow or Isaac Babel. Or Isaac Bashevis Singer. To make a random
selection. More fools you, because the torch, the tradition, is in their hands, not yours. There is
more to Jewishness than observance. There is invention, imagination, a cherishing of the book,
reverence for scholarship, appetite for life, sensual appreciation, and, above all, humanity,
tolerance.…It would also help to be a mensh, a gentleman, and I found more grobbers here last
night than menshin.He held them for maybe a declamatory half-hour. Imagine being a teenager
on the receiving end of this demanding, moral harangue. But March 1973 was not only Vietnam,
Latin America and South Africa; it was less than a year after the massacre of Israeli athletes at
the Olympics and a few months before the Yom Kippur War. This was no time for youthful
complacency about equating the ideals of Judaism with holding a dance—or not—on the
Sabbath. “Beware of those that don’t upset you,” Richler warned the students. Upset them he
surely did. Crack jokes, he did not; any humour stayed back in the grubby hotel, along with the
original speech. That afternoon in Niagara Falls, an event of no consequence to his tour, let
alone to his career—these remarks were never published or used again—he must have seemed



more a cross of Old Testament prophet with drill sergeant than anything so effete as novelist
mixed with cultural commentator. What a public voice he possessed, too—learned and
authoritative, blunt and blistering. Decades later, the furious words still read like a combination
by a heavyweight at the peak of his form.He wouldn’t have minded the boxing analogy. A kid
from the streets of Montreal, Richler never could be, and never wished to be, anything other than
a strong, slightly intimidating presence. The highest praise he could accord an individual was to
declare him or her an “original.” The highest attribute an “original” could possess was “appetite.”
Appetite meant lust, longing, drive, and ambition. Appetite meant unashamed fullness of
character. It also tended to disavow tidiness as being for the meek, the small. A devotee of
shaded characters in his novels—the lively scoundrel over the boring nice guy—he transferred
this preference into life, seeking, for the most part, the company of the strong, the interesting,
the intriguing. No surprise, much of this reflected his sense of himself. Detractors of Mordecai
Richler, familiar only with the public figure, tended to affix terms such as abrasive, aggressive
and bullying to his manner, in print and flesh equally. Admirers preferred courageous and
honest, a man of moral constancy and integrity. Friends employed a whole other vocabulary. For
them, he was generous and loyal, reserved and sentimental, kind and even elegant, the mensch
he told those students they should aspire to be. To his children, meanwhile, he was tender and
loving; to his wife he was passionate, devoted and, above all else, deeply sensitive.Could
everyone be, to some degree, right? Lucky the biographer presented with such complexity in his
subject. Luckier still if that character reveals itself with equal force in the work and in the life.
Once he found his voice as a novelist, the force that was Mordecai Richler the man began to
course through his fiction, quickening it with the same complex, attractive qualities. In a sense,
his genius was to compress the two, to become himself on the page, to let Richler be Richler—
funny, profane and defiant.Which isn’t to say he wrote about himself. He didn’t. He wrote novels,
as well as essays and journalism. A pleasure, and a danger, of undertaking a biography about a
writer is the apparent overlap of life and art. To draw from the fiction thematic or narrative unity
for the life itself might be fun, and appear at first blush a nifty congruence—reading Richler’s life
into his books and his books into his life—but it’s reductive and, in my opinion, incorrect.There
are several attributes a biography can’t claim. One is absolute authority or insight. Another is an
exhaustive accounting. Given that we scarcely understand our own lives, and either can’t recall
large swaths of them or do so poorly, this should hardly be a surprise. More interesting, and
possibly more surprising, is what a literary biography can manage. It can allow empathetic
strangers—that is, readers—an experience of a person whose work has given them pleasure.
The biography can “put you there,” fleetingly, at the moment of a bris in a Montreal apartment in
February 1931 and a Ste. Agathe boarding house in summer 1947, a bachelor’s pad on the
Spanish island of Ibiza in May 1951 and a London bottle party circa 1954. It can then surround
those private moments with the public times that inflected them with their specific meaning. And
so on, from childhood to adolescence, marriage to parenthood, middle years to advanced,
robustness to illness to, finally, death; from juvenilia to gawky first efforts, breakout novel to major



works, final statement to last fragments. Tracking and thinking about how the artist and the art
grow up and old together, intersect and mutually enrich—or deplete—each other, is what solid
biographical craft attempts, offering, at its best, some insights and authority.In the case of
Mordecai Richler’s bustling life and long, productive career, there is scarcely any end to the
private moments and public times to consider. Given that he was a novelist who, though he
debuted at twenty-two and published The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz at twenty-eight, may
not have produced his finest works of fiction for another three decades, the rhythms of that
literary career are unusual and intriguing. That is good material as well.Finally, the title. Once
beyond a rendering of his childhood, Mordecai: The Life and Times will refer to its subject mostly
by his family name. It may seem odd to then title the biography so informally. An irony of Richler’s
profile in Canada was that this inward man, whose lifelong character and principles precluded
role playing, became a celebrity, recognized in the streets. For a writer possessing limited social
graces and less small talk, casual encounters could be difficult. He wasn’t comfortable in public
and had trouble negotiating approaches by strangers. Things didn’t always go well. A few
outright disasters are on record.Regardless, from about midway in his life onwards, Canadians
who had never had any personal encounter with Mordecai Richler, including those routinely
offended by his novels and journalism, still felt comfortable referring to him by his first name.
Something about severe, judgmental “Mordecai” actually disclaimed the Olympian. Something
about his manner suggested to Canadians that he was, if not quite regular folk, then a person
who fought on their side, who knew their interests and concerns. They understood that for all his
perceived grumpiness and actual reserve he was about challenging nonsense and asserting
real values; that his work was dedicated to what, in his view, constituted the humane, the real,
the civilized. People rarely “read” public figures wrong for long. If they are shown a mask, they
soon see who lurks behind it. With Richler there was no mask—no one but him, like it or leave it
—and by bestowing upon his public self the title of “Mordecai,” people were showing their
recognition of that truth. The national outpouring on his death in 2001, closer to the responses to
the passing of Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau or hockey icon Maurice Richard than of even the
most admired literary figures from his generation, demonstrated the same unmistakable
affection and respect. The highest of praise, surely.ITHE REBBE AND THE SHAMMASOf
course Rabbi Rosenberg would perform the bris. Who better to welcome the newborn son of
Moses and Lily Richler into the covenant? Yudel Rosenberg wasn’t only the family patriarch,
who happened to be both a rabbi and a mohel, qualified to do circumcisions; he was the rebbe,
as much guru as leader of Montreal’s Hasidic community. They called him the Skaryszewer Illuy,
the Genius of Skaryszew. He was a Ba’al Shem, a Master of the Holy Name. Scholar and author,
teacher and mystic, Rabbi Rosenberg couldn’t walk down a street in the neighbourhood without
people seeking a blessing for their child or a word of comfort for themselves. He couldn’t enter a
synagogue without all present standing up out of respect. Nor could the seventy-year-old walk
those streets wearing his long beard and fur hat, black coat and white stockings, without also
being called a maudit Juif, a damn Jew—or muzhi Zhwiff, to his Yiddish-tuned ears—usually



from a passing vehicle. Now semi-retired, the rabbi had suffered a stroke a year before. The
illness hadn’t diminished his intellect at all or his stamina by much, but it had left him with muscle
tremors.Still, as far as his daughter Lily was concerned, no other mohel need be approached.
Five years earlier the rabbi had had a dream in which an old teacher from Poland appeared and
declared that Rosenberg’s daughter would bear a son, a child to be named after him. Lily had
dutifully called her first-born Avrum. The same thing happened during the latest pregnancy.
Again, the rabbi’s dream prophesied a boy. Again, he should be called after the teacher who had
visited Rosenberg in his sleep. This time the name would be Mordecai, known to all Jews from
the holiday of Purim and the Book of Esther. Once more Lily agreed without hesitation. Her
father was her instructor and idol; he and he alone held full claim to her heart. In effect, he was
more than a rabbi and she was more than a respectful daughter. He was the rebbe and she the
shammas, caretaker of her illustrious parent.This despite his forcing her to marry a man she did
not love, and now held in contempt. The code of Jewish law declares “an ignorant man should
not marry the daughter of a priest.” Yudel Rosenberg had made a mistake and Lily Richler, née
Rosenberg, was paying for his error.But the bris was hardly the occasion to revisit old sorrows. It
took place on Tuesday February 3, 1931, in the north end of the Jewish neighbourhood and in
the hollow of the Great Depression. More than two-thirds of Montreal’s 58,000 Jews lived within
half a dozen blocks of the Richlers’ second-floor walk-up at 5300 Esplanade. Approximately two
miles long by a mile wide, the rectangular “ghetto,” as it was then called, ran from the eastern
slope of Mount Royal to a few streets beyond St. Lawrence, a.k.a. “The Main,” and from
Sherbrooke Street north to Bernard. A city unto itself, it was entirely immigrant and mostly poor.
Sounds and smells, languages spoken and foods cooked, situated the district in some corner of
Mitteleuropa, mysteriously transported four thousand miles. Even its appearance—the turrets
and spires on its commercial buildings, the Byzantine arches of its synagogues, the citizens in
black fur hats and ankle-length coats, curled locks and kerchiefed heads—was more likely to
evoke Cracow or Kiev. East of it sprawled an enormous French city, also largely poor, with its
own smells and sounds and its own priests and churches. To the west, over the wooded
mountain, lived a group who happened to be the wealthiest, most powerful people not only in
Montreal or the province of Quebec but also in the country known as Canada. Those people
spoke English.In west-of-the-mountain Westmount—as in behind-the-mountain Outremont, the
enclave exception of French-speaking affluence just west of the ghetto—residents lived in brick
and stone houses. Often these were grand edifices, with finished basements and backyards.
Frequently they were mansions, complete with fairytale towers and Corinthian columns.
Everyone else, especially in the tableland called “The Plateau,” lived in apartments. Singular to
Montreal were block upon block of uninterrupted residential buildings, two or three storeys high.
Each floor constituted a unit, similar in size and design. Outside staircases ran from the upper or
middle floor down to the sidewalk; balconies, however small, overlooked the street, with smaller
ones facing the back alleys. Shops clung to corners or clustered along commercial avenues. In
the French streets, churches and convents of imposingly greater dimensions dwarfed the



residences, sometimes consuming entire blocks with their rectories and gardens. In the ghetto,
synagogues, mostly modest brick buildings, nestled amidst the apartments.Fitting snugly into
the duplexes and triplexes in both French and Jewish districts were families of half a dozen
children or more. Decorations may have been sparse, but Plateau apartments were extravagant
with people. “Be fruitful and multiply,” admonished the mitzvah. For Catholics, there were similar
priestly commands, along with the undeclared turf politics of the province, played out using
procreation as a tool. La revanche du berceau, it was called. The revenge of the cradle.At 5300
Esplanade, the furnishings were modest. For Orthodox Jews, a circumcision is equal parts
commandment and celebration. The ceremony, often conducted in the home, is simple. Candles
are lit and prayer shawls donned. The baby is passed from adult to adult before being held by
the sandek, the godparent usually chosen from among the elders. The mohel, not necessarily a
rabbi, recites blessings in Hebrew and then performs the brief procedure. Now officially named
and blessed, the child is declared brought into the covenant in order to live a life of Torah, full of
good deeds, including a worthy marriage. The parents sip wine on behalf of their offspring to
commemorate the rite of passage. A meal is laid out.Moses and Lily Richler were the hosts. She
was a petite woman, the second-youngest of seven full siblings, and had the Rosenberg family
forehead and nose, the dark eyes and thin lips more naturally pursed than smiling. Glasses,
thick-lensed and heavy-rimmed, obscured her eyes, which were dark and angry—her most
striking, if unsettling, feature. Though she had kept her black hair shoulder-length as a child, she
now wore it short, parted on the side and often tucked behind the ears. There was no nonsense
to her face or hair, or her plain dress. There was no nonsense to her person.Moses Richler, age
twenty-nine, was slim and narrow-shouldered, slightly below average height for his time. His
complexion was swarthier than his wife’s, and his sharp, hawklike features were distinctly of the
Richler clan, who tended to have small noses and mouths and burning black eyes. In his father,
and in many of his siblings, it was a fierce countenance, as though the bearer was always paying
close, skeptical attention, always alert. But in Moses, despite his being the eldest of fourteen,
the features transmitted nearly the opposite impression. He was meek and mild and had trouble
holding gazes. He had little to say.Unable to make the rent on their previous apartment, Moses
and Lily Richler had fled it during the night, their belongings piled in the back of a Model T Ford.
The sitting room at 5300 was furnished as befitted a family that might relocate again in haste.
Relatives occupied any chairs left over once the four grandparents had been seated, or else
stood in the doorway watching. Cakes and lemon tea were served. Conversation was in
Yiddish.If Lily’s mood was sombre that day, she had cause. She had borne a second son after a
near-fatal miscarriage in 1929. Money, as much as health, had kept her awake with worry during
this latest pregnancy. The fee for the obstetrician had been $50, which she had borrowed from
an older sister, and she had no idea how they’d settle the bill with Dr. Burgess and the Montreal
Maternity Hospital, where Mordecai was born. Moses was being paid irregularly for his work in
the family business, and was taking odd jobs to supplement his income, including delivering 50-
lb bags of coal up flights of stairs. Now she had two sons to look after, and a father who required



her care. For his part, amiable “Moe” Richler may have tried countering his wife’s intensity with a
few jokes, his sense of humour lively but odd. Then he would have retreated to where the
children gathered around their zeyda. Rabbi Rosenberg loved his grandchildren as much as they
loved him. He dangled his white beard over their faces. He made drawings of men with long
beards to give as gifts. His own offspring, eleven in total, were grown up and gone—gone from
their parents’ home, aside from the youngest, Abraham-Isaac, a rabbinical student receiving
instruction from his own father, and gone, for the most part, from Montreal. Only Lily and her
older sister Rifka, or Ruth, were still in the city.Among the children surrounding the old man that
afternoon would have been Lily and Moses’ older son, Avrum, and Moses’ youngest brother,
David. Avrum was five, David three. The other grandfather, Shmarya Richler, far less warm-
hearted or cuddly, was still more prodigious. Moses and David served as bookends to his
fourteen, most of whom still lived at home.The marriage of the eldest Richler boy and the
youngest Rosenberg daughter had been arranged by their parents back in 1924. From the start
the barter had been money for status, security for yiches, the connection with Talmudic lineage
prized by Orthodox Jews. Shmarya Richler was a prosperous businessman. He and his younger
brother Jacob had formerly co-owned a scrapyard in Griffintown, near the port, and had done
with some of their profits what good Jews were supposed to do—support charities and Hebrew
schools, and help fund the building and maintenance of synagogues. Jacob Richler in particular
revered Rabbi Rosenberg, visiting him at home and quietly helping out with expenses. Believing
it would benefit both sides, Jacob had suggested the match. The entire Richler family would gain
yiches. In turn, the rabbi, who had migrated from Poland to Toronto and, more recently, to
Montreal, lured by a congregation with promises of the income supplement gained by controlling
the kosher meat certification process, could rest easy knowing he had secured stability for Lily.
Shmarya Richler offered him verbal assurances that Moses, then employed as a driver at Metal
Smelting and Refining, would soon be made a partner. He took his prospective daughter-in-law
to a jeweller and purchased her a ring and pendant. He furnished an apartment for the couple in
advance of the wedding, which he paid for.In private, the bride had doubts. It wasn’t only that Lily
was barely nineteen and believed herself in love with a law student who had given Hebrew
lessons to one of her brothers. (Her father had sent the boy away.) It was Moses himself. He
certainly wasn’t a likely soulmate for a bright teenager with a self-described tendency to chatter
and a hunger for knowledge. She expressed her misgivings to her parents without threatening to
disobey them. Her mother was certain that Moses would grow on her. The rabbi told his
daughter that she could mould her husband into the man she wanted. Nothing about the
wedding thrilled Lily more than her dance with her sixty-two-year-old father. People stood on
chairs to watch the lucky girl waltz with the rebbe.For families like the Richlers and Rosenbergs,
the perceived options were limited. Orthodox Jews did not marry secular or Reform Jews and
were reluctant to trust even Conservative Jews to live the faith, beginning with an embrace of the
Torah as the literal word of God, handed down to Moses. The Decalogue—the first ten
commandments, given to Moses on Mount Sinai—was only the foundation for the other



mitzvoth, the codified rules for Jewish living. These numbered 613 in all, as found throughout the
Torah, and while a couple of hundred of them were obsolete, an Orthodox Jew was expected to
abide by the rest. That meant keeping kosher and observing the holidays. On Sabbath it meant
abstaining from any labour, including riding in a car or bus, lighting a stove or turning on a light.
Men dressed each morning for prayer: tefillin on the forehead and a kippah or yarmulke over the
skull, the tallith around their shoulders. In public they wore black on black, to show mourning for
the destruction of the Second Temple in Jerusalem in A.D. 100. Hasidic men grew beards, long
ones, and some of the wives shaved their heads and donned wigs, to ensure they would not be
attractive to other men. (Lily’s mother, Sarah-Gittel, was one such wife.) There were rules about
these matters, and rules about many of the rules. No compromises were allowed. There was
only the covenant and those who honoured their faith, and their fathers, by keeping it. Orthodox
Jews married other Orthodox Jews.And so, following one uncompromising custom, the morning
after the wedding Shmarya Richler barged into the nuptial chamber, intent on checking the
bedsheets for blood. Lily was aghast. If he said anything, Moses probably tried swallowing his
embarrassment with a quip. He was, and would remain, a gentle, passive man, fond of movies
and cabarets and playing pinochle in the backrooms of local shops for a quarter-cent a point.
His young bride was, and would remain, intense and difficult, a loner excited by music and
paintings, a rabbi trapped in a woman’s body. Maybe the union brought happiness to their
families and communities. For each other, it produced mostly the opposite.The early years were
at least secure. Lily had been wed into, if not actual prosperity, then an approximation of it. “Best
Rosh Hashonah Greetings to our Jewish clientele!” read an advertisement in the Canadian
Jewish Review from the distributor of the high-end Paige and Jewett sedan car. The date was
September 1926, and among the clientele was “S. Richler, 55 Prince St (Metal Smelters Ref.
Ltd).” Moses, resolving to strike out on his own, opened “Richler Auto Parts,” the East Coast
distributor for Sieberling Tires, at 4226 St. Lawrence Boulevard, in the heart of the
neighbourhood’s commercial district. It was a good business at a good address.Overdue with
Avrum earlier that same year, Lily and Moses had moved back in with her parents at 9
Esplanade, at the foot of the street. This was also a good address. An elegant brick mansion on
the same block housed a social club and later the Jewish Public Library. The first proper
retirement home for the community had opened up near Fairmount. Across the street sprawled
Fletcher’s Field and the wooded east slope of Mount Royal, where Jews strolled along the
promenade on Saturdays. With the red-brick Grenadier Guards Armoury at the corner of Rachel,
the fields were filled with soldiers executing manoeuvres. Once Moses started earning money
selling tires, they moved to another building on Esplanade, adjacent to the armoury. Avrum’s
earliest memories were of parades, and martial music drifting through the open windows.But the
modest good fortune did not last. The Richler family finances experienced their own crash a few
months in advance of October 1929. An investment involving cement blocks failed, leaving
Shmarya cash-strapped, at risk of losing business and property alike. October 29, 1929, Black
Tuesday, put an end to easy purchases of nearly everything for nearly everyone. Richler Auto



Parts soon became one of the many empty storefronts along The Main, and Moses returned to
doing odd jobs for irregular pay at the scrapyard on Prince Street. The family abandoned the
lower blocks of Esplanade, with their views of the fields and mountain, their elegant buildings
and respectable Jews, for the stretch of the street north of Mount Royal, where flats had less
cachet and lower rents. Even with Moses bringing home car batteries to empty the acid and
salvage the lead at the kitchen table, the couple could not manage. Collectors threatened to shut
off the water and gas. Paying grocery bills meant not paying for the coal.Lily’s parents, whose
own survival was dependent on the grace of benefactors, sent them food packages. At her
behest, the rabbi spoke with her father-in-law about the earlier promise of a partnership in the
company for Moses. Shmarya Richler seemed to consider his eldest boy a natural menial; his
younger son Joe was already showing more of a head for business. Lily’s distress at her
marriage went from chronic to acute. How could her parents have done this to her? She vented
anger and assigned blame. The elderly couple absorbed her disappointment. Though dismayed
by the idea—the life of Torah precluded failure in marriage—Yudel Rosenberg began to be
receptive to a divorce. But then Lily got pregnant again. Her mother tried cheering her up. “When
a child is born, he brings with him his own destiny, his own ability and his own luck,” Sarah-Gittel
Rosenberg said.On this note was born the second child of Moses and Lily Richler; born to a
mother who prayed at once that he would become a rabbi and a father who did not even wait at
the hospital to learn the gender of his child, removing himself instead to the movies. Eight days
later, at his bris, the baby was named Mordecai—no middle name, like his brother—and he was
soon being called Muttle, a diminutive that would stick until supplanted, especially among
friends, by Mutty. As a teenager he would answer to Mordy or Mort.Ten days after the bris, the
cover of the Canadian Jewish Chronicle featured a photograph of a distinguished gentleman in
yarmulke and black robe, his side curls still dark but his beard, nearly down to his belly, the salt-
pepper of a raccoon’s tail. The subject was shown at work, poised over the page of a book, quill
in hand and ink pot on table. “Seventieth Anniversary of Rabbi Jehudah Rosenberg,” ran the
caption. “Local Talmudist and Scholar.” The weekly Anglo-Jewish journal also ran a photo of the
Rosenberg clan gathered in a hall on Hutchison Street to fete the patriarch on his seventieth
birthday. In one corner stands Moses in a tuxedo, his son Avrum next to him, with Lily in the front
row beside her sisters, her eyes pins behind those thick glasses. Absent is the newborn
Mordecai, likely in the care of his other grandmother.The coverage of Yudel Rosenberg’s
birthday was especially meaningful for his daughter Lily. Despite her hapless husband and
domineering father-in-law, and her entrapment in a poverty whose very avoidance had been the
trigger for her union with the son of a scrap dealer, she now had two boys to mould. Both sons
bore the names of her father’s teachers. Both were Rosenbergs at least as much as they were
Richlers. With Yudel Rosenberg still alive, she could expose Avrum and Mordecai to his wisdom
and culture; expose them to his Judaism, sophisticated and rich with the mysteries of the Talmud
and tales of the Golem.IITHE SIMCHAT TORAHAs the Canadian Jewish Chronicle noted, Rabbi
Rosenberg was a Talmudist, author of twenty volumes on Jewish law and legend, including a



translation of sections of the Zohar, the essential Kabbala text. But he was also a populist
storyteller. The best stories, especially for his grandchildren, concerned the Golem. They told
how Jews in sixteenth-century Prague had lived in fear of persecution. The dreaded “blood-
libel”—an urban legend concocted by the majority Catholics—accused them of the ritual murder
of Gentiles, for their own obscure reasons. The accusation made it easy to scapegoat Jews for
any crimes being committed and to take righteous revenge. The one hope was for Jewish
residents of the city to solve the murders themselves and so prove they were blameless. Enter
the Maharal—a.k.a. the Chief Rabbi of Prague, Judah Loew ben Bezalel—master of both human
relations and supernatural feats, along with his magical creature.How the Golem came into
existence was one of Yudel Rosenberg’s most popular tales. His story went like this: By the
banks of the Moldau River, in the dead of night, the Maharal and his two rabbi assistants
moulded the form of a man out of clay and loam. Seven times one assistant, and then the other,
circled the lifeless shape, reciting the words that had come to Judah Loew in a dream. Finally the
chief rabbi himself enacted the ritual, and then all three incanted a line from the Book of Creation
invoking fire, water and air. The creature opened its eyes. Ordering it to its feet, they dressed it in
clothes and, with dawn approaching, marched through a sleeping Prague to the Jewish Quarter.
There, the Maharal assigned it a name taken from a term in the Talmud for unshaped matter, and
issued it instructions to safeguard Jews from harm. Only a select few needed to be aware of the
Golem’s true identity and purpose. To others he was a simpleton on whom the Maharal had
taken pity. Yossele the Mute, he was dubbed, and he could be found seated in the corner of the
room most days and nights, head resting in hands. His master’s command alone would cause
him to come to life and go about the tasks for which he had been created.Most people in Jewish
Montreal knew the Golem stories. They were as much a part of their heritage as the taste of
lokshen kugel and the sound of klezmer music. As refugees from Galicia, Russia, Lithuania,
Romania and Russian Poland, they understood the wishful thinking that underlay tales of Jews
being saved from catastrophe by superheroes. Though most could trace the legend to the
Talmud, fewer would have been aware that the “modern” Golem, the creature who could speak,
read and write, and who fought against the blood libel that had been the scourge of Jewish lives
in Eastern Europe in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, was the creation of their
own Rabbi Yudel Rosenberg.Born in Russian Poland in 1859 to a family with deep rabbinical
roots, Rosenberg emerged from a yeshiva education with a reputation for brilliance. Talent could
not spare him the poverty of the itinerant rabbi’s life. To supplement his meagre income in Tarlow,
Lublin, Warsaw—where his tenth child, Leah, or Lily, was born in 1905—and finally Lodz, he
began publishing books in rabbinical Hebrew of classic tales either loosely retold or out-and-out
fabricated. A degree of fame came his way in 1909 with The Golem and the Wondrous Deeds of
the Maharal of Prague. It claimed to be an edition of a manuscript belonging to the “Royal Library
of Metz” and the handiwork of the Maharal’s son-in-law. As no such library existed, and as the
folk-loric tales of the sixteenth-century Prague rabbi and his creature were so brash and
innovative, putting forth the duo as community saviours, authorship was widely understood to



belong to Rosenberg himself. More fanciful books followed, several of them maintaining the ruse
of being manuscripts “found” by the rabbi, including a lifting of an Arthur Conan Doyle story that
takes the Maharal to London to solve a theft. Even when simply collecting legends about Elijah
the Prophet and King Solomon, he couldn’t resist tossing in stories of his own invention. Yudel
Rosenberg was a maker of fictions.Once in Canada, however—the family emigrated in 1913,
leaving several grown-up children behind—his creative energies ebbed. He lost contact with his
publishers in Europe. He may have lost his sense of the audience, or even the landscape, for his
imaginings. Whatever the reason, Rosenberg’s final books were less inspiration and more
scholarship and stern instruction.But with his grandsons, the rabbi relaxed back into the deeds
of the Maharal and his Golem.Avrum and Mordecai saw as much of their zeyda as their mother
could arrange. With the arrival of her second son, Lily Richler had made a private vow to raise
them in “Jewish isolation.” Skullcaps were forever on their heads, indoors and out. At night she
dressed them in tallith katan, the sleeveless undershirts worn by men, as ordained in
Deuteronomy 22:12. On Friday afternoons the boys would be instructed to tear off sheets of
toilet paper in preparation for Sabbath, then would watch on Saturdays as a Shabbas goy, a
French kid from a few blocks over, earned a few pennies turning the lights on and off so the
family would not break any rules. She described the festivals and helped Avrum and Mordecai
memorize the prayers and blessings. By the age of three each could recite the four questions at
the Passover table in Hebrew. At the festival celebrating the year’s reading of the laws, the
Simchat Torah, they waved tiny flags as elders paraded up the synagogue aisle with the Torah
scroll on display. Lily sent Avrum to Hebrew studies at the Young Israel synagogue on Park
Avenue, and began putting aside money for the extra instruction Mordecai too would receive
once he started school.Her father remained a blessing. She translated his thoughts and stories
for her sons. Sometimes seven-year-old Avrum, already fluent in Yiddish, also tried explaining to
his kid brother what was being said. Mordecai’s grandparents spoke Yiddish, Hebrew and
Russian. His parents—both born in Poland, though Moses was brought to Canada as a baby—
retained Yiddish inflections in the English they had learned in local elementary schools. But
Avrum—Voomy (or Vroomie, as nicknamed by his mother)—and Muttle were from Montreal:
North American English was their native tongue.At first, the isolation Lily desired for her sons
was easily maintained. Moses, his upbringing also observant, supported the regimen. Residing
in the belly of an urban shtetl ensured security from any breach, especially with the rebbe a
regular sight on the streets. “Do you know who you are?” a cousin recalled being asked by one of
Rosenberg’s admirers. With their grandfather the Richler boys walked either to the Young Israel
synagogue at Park and St. Viateur or, less often, to the smaller synagogue on Jeanne Mance
where the rabbi liked to pray—both within a few blocks of the house. Being well under bar
mitzvah age, and so allowed to carry things on the Sabbath, Mordecai gripped the purple velvet
bag containing the prayer shawls. Moe’s barbershop, where the brothers got their first haircuts,
was on the corner of Park and Laurier. For bagels there was the St. Viateur bagelry or its rival on
Fairmount. Steinberg’s grocery was over on The Main, near Mount Royal. Vegetables and fish



could also be bought at the boisterous outdoor market at the corner of Pine.Things didn’t get any
easier for the Richlers after the birth of their second son. Moses found only intermittent work,
usually at the junkyard, up at dawn driving the company truck to Griffintown for a shift. Lily
continued to elude the bill collectors who came knocking. Around the same time that Avrum
saved his toddler brother from choking on a nail—“What did you do?” his mother shouted at him,
when Mordecai began to cry—he contracted scarlet fever. For two months he languished in an
isolation ward in the fever hospital. A sickly child, Avrum went on to suffer bouts of diphtheria,
appendicitis and a mild case of polio. Medical bills kept Lily Richler’s mood black and her anxiety
high. By her own admission, she was an impatient mother, her discontent infecting her
relationships. Physical contact with her children—kissing and hugging, even touching—was
infrequent, and her antipathy towards her husband made their sex life fraught. No sooner was
Avrum released from hospital than she slapped him across the face for complaining. Moses
could slip away to the movies or a cabaret to escape her ire. The boys had no such option.Being
with her father seemed about the only thing that brought Lily contentment. So in 1934, when
another midnight flight from another cold-water rental landed the family back with Yudel and
Sarah-Gittel, the humiliation carried a blessing. The elderly Rosenbergs were now living at 4587
Jeanne Mance, in the block between Mount Royal and Villeneuve. Only Abraham-Isaac
remained at home. Actor and playwright Israel was a New Yorker, manager of a popular Yiddish
theatre. Daughter Ruth, married to a prosperous tire merchant, lived across the “tracks” on
Davaar Avenue in Outremont, where wealthier Jews were colonizing the eastern fringes beyond
the social divide of Park Avenue. Two other daughters had settled in Ontario.With only three
occupants for six rooms, the Rosenberg apartment was scandalously under-occupied. More the
norm in the Jewish ghetto was six rooms filled with double that number of residents, among
them children and grandchildren, grandparents and great-grandparents, spinster aunts from
Minsk and second cousins, once removed, from Bratz, sponsored and now ensconced at the
back, near the furnace. That, or boarders were taken in, obliging kids, already grouped three to a
cramped room with a single bed, to move over for a surly fourth sibling, his own chamber now
rented to a stranger. On Jeanne Mance there was ample space for Moses, Lily and the boys,
and if Moses had any objections to being put up by a retired rabbi, the body count over at his
parents’ house—fourteen or so in Shmarya Richler’s two-storey dwelling; eleven at his brother
Jacob’s next door—can hardly have been more attractive.His wife’s contentment was likely
worth the mild humiliation of not having his own house. Finally, Lily was back among learned
Jews. Finally, she could resume her duties as shammas, last performed with the intensity she
craved during the halcyon days before her arranged marriage. Yudel Rosenberg, who still sat on
the Council of Montreal Orthodox Rabbis, welcomed a daily procession of visitors. Escorted by
Lily into his study with its floor-to-ceiling bookshelves and desk piled with manuscripts,
supplicants would air their complaints and seek his advice. The rabbi would take down the
relevant volume from the Code of Jewish Law while pondering how to resolve sexual difficulties
between aging couples or the duty of children to pay for their parents’ dentures. Gershon the



shoemaker with bad teeth and Getzel the frustrated husband would bring their concerns to
Rosenberg. An herbalist as well, he would provide homemade remedies for various ailments—
tonics and poultices mixed in the kitchen from rows of jars.Avrum was now at school every day—
Bancroft Public, on St. Urbain—but Mordecai sat at the kitchen table or on the floor in the sitting
room while cantors and scholars paid their respects. Among the more unusual guests was a
Catholic priest who, aware of Rosenberg’s reputation for openness, came to discuss theology,
Lily serving as translator. Men raising funds for old-age homes and yeshivas, unemployed rabbis
looking for a reference, also came knocking. A woman appeared on the landing one day with a
chicken. She asked the rabbi to declare the bird kosher. Suspecting she could not afford another
one, he gave the chicken his blessing.Yudel Rosenberg wasn’t beyond needing the extra cash
brought in by performing weddings and circumcisions. If the wedding ceremony was held in the
Rosenberg dining room, it meant the couple were too poor for a synagogue. Lily would hold up
one of the rods of the chuppah, the canopy under which the vows were exchanged, and bang
out the wedding tune on the family’s upright piano: “Chusn, Kaleh, Mazel Tov”—“Good luck,
bride and groom!”There was a further reason for Lily to be grateful for being with her parents.
Hard times abounded in the neighbourhood. Many of the shmatte factories off St. Lawrence had
shut down, or were constantly reducing staff. Men stood idle on the street corners while their
women competed for piecework jobs as seamstresses, sewing by candlelight in kitchens. The
sight of families being evicted by landlords, their belongings piled at the curb or onto the backs
of flatbed trucks, was disheartening, as was the opening up of a soup kitchen at Esplanade and
Mount Royal. Diets were reduced to eggs, flour and potatoes. Unable to afford coal, men offered
to sweep the wood shavings at lumberyards, packed them into potato bags and hauled them
home. Paying for medicine for your sick child or yourself—Lily suffered from inflamed eyelids
and, unable to afford an ophthalmologist, had to resort to free outdoor clinics—constituted one
stress. The prospect of a hospital stay in those pre-public health care days was another.Nor
could she count on Moses, ostensibly employed by his father, even to return with the money he
earned. Her father-in-law, she believed, was playing his own son—and her entire family, by
extension—for fools. Shmarya had already humiliated her once before by forcing Moses to bring
her in on a cheque-cashing scam involving local grocers. Moses had also acted twice as witless
middleman in schemes perpetrated by the elder Richler upon his own in-laws. Years earlier,
when the rabbi lent Moses a thousand dollars to start a brick-making business, the work to be
done in the yard of the Richler compound, the money went missing, the result, he was told, of
the cheque being stolen and cashed. More recently Lily’s sister Ruth, encouraged to act as
silent partner in a business scheme with Moses as front man, had felt similarly duped. According
to Rosenberg family lore, her money wound up in Shmarya’s pockets as well.Lily dissected
Moses’ failings as husband and man with her father. She complained that Shmarya Richler
directed his children’s lives and did their thinking for them; he made the rules and they obeyed.
For a while, she and her rabbi parent plotted to wean her husband from his clan. He should
forsake the scrap business and, regardless of the failure of Richler Auto Parts, start again on his



own. Though he lacked education—Shmarya had seen no reason for him to attend high school—
Moses had a natural facility for bookkeeping. An accountancy firm, perhaps, using start-up funds
that the Rosenbergs would help raise. Yudel Rosenberg even wrote to a son-in-law in Hamilton
asking if he could find work for Moses. But, Shmarya warned his oldest boy, now in his mid-
thirties, leave Montreal and his family would disown him. Once more the Richler patriarch
promised Moses that long-delayed real position, with a real salary, at the yard. Once more it did
not materialize.In truth, Lily was none too keen to renounce everything and everyone she knew
for a job in Ontario. Hamilton was hardly the Promised Land. As well, in early 1935 Yudel
Rosenberg made a stunning announcement; he and Sarah-Gittel were going to relocate to
Jerusalem. The rabbi had bought four plots of land in Palestine from a salesman plying the
diasporic trade some years earlier, and would build a house. Word had reached him that the
Chief Rabbi of Palestine was set to retire, and his name had come up as a possible replacement.
At seventy-five, his stroke six years in the past, he felt he could still do the work, and his eyes lit
at the prospect of finally seeing the Western Wall and Temple Mount. Lily, he decided, should
accompany them, bringing along her boys, who could grow into their Jewish identities in the
place—if not yet the state—that was Eretz Yisrael.So this time it was the rabbi himself who
began musing aloud about the inevitability, even the rightness, of his daughter divorcing the junk
dealer’s son. When Lily told Moses as much—she did so regularly, and with little tact—he
shrugged off her threats, disbelieving, she sensed, that anyone could be so decisive. Her
mother, too, remained opposed. God’s order of events could not be altered, Sarah-Gittel
declared, however mysterious they were.All these things the Richler boys took in, to the extent,
and in the ways, that children absorb the adult activities that are in the process of shaping them.
Avrum would retain vivid memories of his maternal grandfather: being taught to draw and play
chess in his bedroom; walking into synagogue clutching his hand as everyone stood up out of
respect; pleading and occasionally winning the privilege of sharing the old man’s bed, thus
allowing the boy to have a burning question answered—did the rebbe sleep with his long beard
inside or outside the blankets?Little Muttle, the lively child with the fine dark hair and wincing
smile, the tall forehead and Dumbo ears, would later recall his illustrious grandparent only faintly
and unreliably. How the feather of his beard passed over the faces of both his yingelech. How he
smoked in bed and kept a canary in the house. The time he called his youngest grandchild into
his study, sat him on his lap and made a drawing of first a horse, then a rider, then a rider with a
beard and black satin coat, a saucer-shaped fur hat called a shtreimel—exactly as the rabbi
wore.In the summer and fall of 1935 the Richler boys witnessed huge changes within the
Rosenberg home. First their bubbe suffered a stroke that left her an invalid, needing months of
nursing to recover partial health. Her husband concocted ointments for her bedsores. Every
Friday Lily stripped Sarah-Gittel and washed her. Then Yudel Rosenberg himself had a heart
attack. That doubled Lily’s nursing duties, leaving little time or energy for the boys. With Moses
either at the junkyard or playing cards with friends, Avrum and Mordecai were shunted to the
Richler compound up on De la Roche Street. Lily spent hours at the bedsides of her parents.



She listened to the old woman’s anxieties about the future; once Yudel was gone, who would
look after her? With her father she sat enraptured while he foresaw the spiritual journeys yet to
be taken by all his children and grandchildren. There would be no actual journeys for him,
though; Jerusalem and the Holy Land receded once more to dream and yearning.During the
Simchat Torah festival that October, Avrum and Mordecai attended synagogue with their parents
at the Young Israel. Lily had agreed, against her nursing instincts, to spend the holiday with the
Richlers. The festival, which literally means “rejoicing in the Torah,” was a joyful day for the
congregation. Celebrating the end of the yearly reading cycle of the Torah, with the death of
Moses and his burial in an unmarked grave, the festival expresses the most fundamental
principle of life—the cycle of birth to death to birth again. First came the reading from
Deuteronomy. Then came the fun: the Torah dance on Simchat Torah night. Kids paraded
around the synagogue seven times carrying the twin scrolls of the Sefer Torah, bells jingling,
while the adults clapped and sang. Later followed the kiddush, the party where grown-ups
sipped schnapps and children ate squares of honeycake and kugel with raisins.Lily tried calling
her parents that Saturday evening. Getting no reply, she dialled a neighbour. Her father, having
decided to host a kiddush, had collapsed and been taken to the Jewish General Hospital. Three
days later he died. Many Jewish businesses shut down for the funeral, and a police escort was
required to move the body through the crowd from Paperman’s Funeral Home on St. Urbain
Street to 4587 Jeanne Mance, where it lay, coffin closed, for visitors. “A Light Has Gone Out in
Israel,” ran the headline in a Yiddish paper.IIIRICHLER ARTIFICIAL STONE WORKS (NO
SUCCESS)On the day his grandfather died, Avrum Richler was pulled out of school by his Uncle
Israel. Instead of bringing him to the apartment on Jeanne Mance, Israel Richler drove him up to
6911 De la Roche. Mordecai had already been transferred to the care of his Richler bubbe. For
years the boys had been spending weekends and holidays running between the houses of their
second zeyda, Shmarya Richler, and, until recently, their great-uncle Jacob next door, eating the
lokshen made by the twin grandmas at 6911—Esther, their actual grandmother, along with her
mother, Molly, then in her late eighties—and the chocolate cakes baked by their Great-aunt Mirel
at 6897. Their cousins—sixteen-year-old Louie, a big brother to Avrum, and eighteen-year-old
Anne, who had been babysitting Mordecai since he was an infant—acted as minders, and their
Uncle David, nicknamed Duddy, was a playmate. But Jacob Richler had recently suffered a
bankruptcy, relocating his household back to the old neighbourhood. Even without the Jacob
Richler clan around, Shmarya Richler’s house must have been a bewildering home for a four-
year-old, who surely could not tell an uncle from a cousin or one grandmother from another.
Being so young, and cut off by language from his Yiddish-speaking elders, Mordecai knew little
of what was unfolding.But his brother was old enough to register, and feel, the change. Entering
the dining room at 6911 De la Roche that day, Avrum was confronted by his grandfather, seated
at the head of the table surrounded by his brood. “When is your grandfather getting home?”
Avrum recalled Shmarya Richler barking at him. “When he gets better,” the nine-year-old replied.
“He’s dead!” his grandfather said in his clipped English. The boy broke down in front of his



cousins.Shmarya Richler tended to spare words but not feelings. He was a wiry, sharp-eyed
man, a Jehovah’s enforcer who ruled house and business with a firm hand and devout
Orthodoxy. The firm hand was applied to his own children and, later, his grandsons. The
Orthodoxy took forms both benign and tyrannical. Evenings, he expected his progeny to join him
at prayers. Saturday afternoons, he demanded family gatherings in the dining room, yarmulkes
on all heads, for recitations of passages from Ethics of the Fathers, a collection of parables
extolling the observant way. The recitations were in Hebrew; Shmarya criticized and rebuked the
performances of his children and grandchildren in Yiddish. Discussions of a sort would follow,
mostly clarifications of the many rules, none of which could be questioned. The women were
largely silent figures, moving from room to room like discreet servants. Children and
grandchildren kept what distance they could from their hot-tempered patriarch.Born in August
1877 near the family village of Rava-Ruska, in a corner of Galicia where three nations
overlapped, Shmeryahu Reichler had served as a young man in the Austrian army. Jews in
Europe’s various imperial armies were not welcomed by their fellow countrymen, and Shmarya
told stories of routine beatings by Cossacks. Anti-Semitism within the military only matched
broader prejudices. Jews were then absorbing the implications of the pogrom in Kishinev, a
programme of persecution initiated by an editor at the newspaper that would shortly become the
first to publish the notorious Protocols of the Elders of Zion in Russian. Going AWOL in 1903,
Shmarya made his way to Liverpool, boarding a ship, the Lake Ontario, in late February, with a
train ticket to Chicago tacked on to the price. In steerage he met a man from a neighbouring
village whose train ticket was for Montreal but who had relations in the American city. Not
minding where he settled, Mordecai’s grandfather swapped destinations sometime between
February 25 and March 12, when the manifest showed “S. Reichler” disembarking at the port in
Saint John, New Brunswick. Once in Montreal, Shmarya quickly raised enough money, most
likely working for the railway, to send for his kid brother Jacob.Jacob Reichler had joined the
Austrian army as well, and his older sibling believed he might not survive it. He arrived in
Canada in the fall of 1903 and found a job in a clothing store, and then in a silent-movie theatre.
Soon, a third brother, Shmuel Wolfe, turned up, while a fourth opted for the States. Back in
Poland it had been arranged for Wolfe to marry a niece named Mirel Deutscher. When he
backed out, Jacob married her instead. They emigrated to Canada together.Shmarya had left
his own young wife, Esther Druker, in Galicia. Just nineteen, she had given birth the previous
December to their first child. Already, he had an heir: Moses Isaac, born on December 25, 1902.
Mother and infant crossed the Atlantic in the summer of 1903.Richler family lore about the early
years emphasized brothers Shmarya and Jacob coming into their own as observant business
and family men. Both quit working for Gentiles over the issue of breaking Sabbath laws, joining
together to rent property in Griffintown and open a scrapyard and smelter. The business wasn’t
hereditary—back in Galicia the family had been peddlers and farmers—but they were good at it,
tough and resilient. Metal Smelting and Refining at 55 Prince Street thrived until the Depression,
when it subdivided once for Jacob and his boys to branch out as lead merchants, and then again



for several of Shmarya’s sons to venture into scrap. “Reichler” may have drifted into “Richler”
around 1910 when a sign for a business venture came back with the name newly spelled. Much
later, a family story claimed, the brothers, who did well during the First World War by recycling
rubber, wholesaled the product to Sam Bronfman, for use in lining boxes for smuggled bottles of
liquor.Other tales centred on Shmuel Wolfe Richler. The youngest of the three Canadian
brothers, he was also the wildest. Though he worked for Shmarya and Jacob, Wolfe may have
robbed his own family business one year, on Yom Kippur. The Richlers constructed a foundry in
their yard, and he managed the furnace until contracting lead poisoning. During the war Wolfe
Richler bought stolen sheets of copper, the fault lying, perhaps, in his lack of English. The theft
brought ignominy to the family and sent him into exile. He drifted around the United States until
settling in the northern Ontario city of Fort William, his pursuits ranging from prospecting to
Prohibition activities of a less defined nature. Wolfe only showed up in Montreal again after the
Second World War, broken and sick, his family scattered. He died in 1952, though not before an
eleventh-hour marriage—his third—to his own niece, a woman who had stayed in his house as a
girl.But Shmarya and Jacob were upstanding Jews. They married once and for good, bought
homes for their expanding broods and supported their local synagogues. They sponsored a
halfbrother from Poland, bringing him into the business. Purchasing houses side by side in a
largely French neighbourhood allowed Shmarya to excuse any activity on the Sabbath as the
behaviour of Gentiles. The large yard also meant they could keep sheep and goats and grow
corn. Regardless, the lingering stigma of Wolfe’s stolen copper sheets may have partially
impelled the patriarch, through Jacob’s friendship with Yudel Rosenberg, to push for the
marriage of his oldest boy, Moses, to Lily.The other spur could well have been the emerging
character of Moses himself. Wolfe Richler’s status as prodigal son wasn’t the only Bible story
resonating within the family. In 1922 Shmarya had encouraged his twenty-year-old son in a
scheme to bake bricks in the yard between the houses. Richler Artificial Stone Works, it would
be called. Moses dutifully tried mixing mud with straw and then firing and chiselling the bricks,
exactly as his namesake’s people had done. On his foot-long chisel he wrote an inscription in
orange chalk. Used by M.I. Richler, it read. Richler Artificial Stone Works. 1922. De La Roche
Street. NO SUCCESS. As predicted by its maker, the venture failed.On the day more than a
decade later that Avrum and Mordecai were brought to De la Roche Street for minding, Lily
Richler’s plan to raise them for the rabbinate also met its demise. That the Richlers were a
business family, at risk of luring the boys into scrap metal, would never be the issue. Nor would
the family’s limited interest in any culture beyond that approved of by their Orthodoxy—at least,
not for a few years. Ironically, despite the Hasidic conservatism of the Rosenbergs, it was the
Richlers’ brand of “Jewish isolation” that wound up killing any rabbinical impulses in the brothers.
After the death of Rabbi Rosenberg, the oppressiveness of the Judaism practised by the Richler
family became the tone that religion itself took in the emerging thinking, and sense of identity, of
the boys. Grim piety, often masking hypocrisy, was no advertisement for a life of Torah.Once
Yudel Rosenberg was buried in the Baron de Hirsch Jewish cemetery, Moses, Lily and the boys



moved in permanently at 4587 Jeanne Mance. Someone had to look after the ailing Widow
Rosenberg. When not carrying on conversations with her dead husband, she was scolding her
grandsons, one of whom, five-year-old Mordecai, was a handful.Sarah-Gittel’s subsequent
medical crisis—a massive stroke in March 1936 that resulted in partial paralysis and permanent
loss of speech—proved irreversible. Doctors informed Lily that stroke victims who did not die
immediately often lingered for years. From here on, her mother would be confined to a
wheelchair and require assistance with everything, including bodily functions. By Lily’s account,
her siblings were bent on placing their mother in a nursing home. Ruth, married to a prosperous
tire merchant named Ben Albert, began making arrangements to install her in a new nursing
facility downtown. But mindful that Sarah-Gittel’s mental capacities were likely undiminished,
and recalling, perhaps, her mother’s favourite prayer from the Tseno Ureno about not forsaking
the elderly, Lily insisted on becoming her surviving parent’s keeper as well.On April 3, 1936, the
Canadian Jewish Review ran a memoir “I Pay a Visit to the Beloved Rabbi,” by Lily Rosenberg
Richler. The tale, the second of several she would publish over the next three years, mixed soft
nostalgia for her eternally blameless father with undercurrents of fantasy and revenge about her
own fate. Retelling tales of Yudel Rosenberg’s career as counsellor to his Orthodox congregants,
Lily rehashed alleged Richler scams, hinted at her loveless marriage to a boor, and even mused
on other directions her life might have taken. The “Beloved Rabbi” tales were both
psychologically acute and untidy. A forceful, complex character lay beneath their bland
surfaces.Had Mordecai seen a copy of the magazine around the apartment, he would have
gazed at an appealing image of his mother. Lily addressed the camera frankly, unsmiling but
agreeable, her eyes cloaked behind glasses. A serious person, grave and dignified.A thousand
dollars was all the cash the rabbi left in his will. Lily demanded, and received, help from her
siblings with the costs of looking after Sarah-Gittel. She also requested an audience with the
Jewish Community Council. In a room of senior rabbis she argued for a small pension for Yudel
Rosenberg’s widow, as repayment for his lifelong services. The request was granted. Lily then
hired an attendant to massage her mother’s limbs, dedicating herself to most of the nursing
duties, including the lifting and cleaning of the ravaged body. Avrum and Mordecai,
unaccustomed to physical affection from their mother, were nonetheless instructed by her to
embrace their bubbe each day and devote a few minutes to talking to her. The only reply their
grandmother could make was a vocable, described by those who heard it as either “avoy-you,
avoy-you” or “buoyo-buoyo.” It was the one sound Sarah-Gittel Rosenberg would make during
the final seven years of her life.Lily’s state of mind must have been more distressed than usual.
Plans to flee Canada for the Promised Land with her esteemed father and beloved mother, her
boys by her side, her marriage left behind and happily forgotten, had come to nothing. Less than
nothing, really, with the rabbi dead and her mother diminished, and Moses Richler still her
lawfully wedded. A cruel blow, never mind how vague and unlikely the Eretz Yisrael dream had
been. She had been destined for a life more commensurate with her family prestige and her self-
regard. Again, she’d been thwarted.Yet another apartment change followed in spring 1937. This



time, the relocation was just a few doors down, to 4599 Jeanne Mance, though with wheelchair-
bound Sarah-Gittel in tow the move was arduous. But it saved a little money, and Moses
accepted his wife’s arguments that the cash was better spent on Avrum’s afternoon Torah
classes. Lily may also have warned her husband that she intended to have Mordecai receive the
same after-class instruction at the synagogue and properly educate him during the day at
Talmud Torah. The parochial school for more affluent neighbourhood Jews, Talmud Torah
combined regular classes with extra Hebrew language instruction. It charged tuition fees that,
while affordable to Jews across Park Avenue in leafy Outremont, posed hardships for the vast
majority still crowding the streets running up from Fletcher’s Field. Lily was adamant and Moses,
no doubt, quiescent—proud, too, of studious Avrum, a good boy, mild and smart, and of Muttle,
now of school age. His youngest may well have been as intelligent as his brother; for sure, he
was already more mouthy and fearless. A double dose of Jewish education would straighten him
out.That boy, newly turned six, doesn’t seem to have registered the event of January 28, 1937,
that soon brought much of the city to grief. Hockey player Howie Morenz of the Montreal
Canadiens crashed into the boards at the Forum, fracturing his leg in several places. In early
March, he died of complications from the injury. Within a few years Mordecai would bleed Habs
bleu, blanc et rouge, and the team cheered on by French factory workers and railroad men
would be his team as well.Moses Richler, who avoided trouble, would say and agree to almost
anything to get his grim wife to stop berating him, stop telling him, often in front of his sons, that
he was no good, and she had deserved better. Ill-advised efforts at cooling her ire with pranks—
an ink pot on her chenille bedspread, a knish filled with absorbent cotton—ended badly. Jokes
went over no better. “Hey,” he might ask, hoping to earn a laugh from the boys and a reprieve
from her, “do you know why we eat hard-boiled eggs dipped in salt water just before the
Passover meal?” To which he’d deliver the punch line: “To remind us that when the Jews crossed
the Red Sea they certainly got their balls soaked.”No success there, either.IV5257 ST. URBAIN
STREETOn moving day in the spring of 1938, seven-year-old Mordecai, now called Mutty, sat on
the front staircase of still another apartment building watching his father unload furniture from a
truck with some uncles. The truck, a slightly less decrepit Model T—the previous vehicle had
been abandoned by Moses in the street after a wheel fell off—belonged to the scrapyard; much
of the furniture, including the upright piano formerly used to serenade brides and grooms, had
until recently been part of the Rosenberg household. Besides the piano, the most difficult haul
up the staircase was Sarah-Gittel Rosenberg herself. His grandmother wasn’t heavy—her
wheelchair may have outweighed her—but the stairs were steep.The Richler uncles had driven
over to help, and his Aunt Ruth as well. Ruth Albert, an attractive, high-spirited woman who
reminded men of the actress Jean Harlow, would have had no trouble finding a parking spot for
her rumble-seated Hudson. A car, even a jalopy, cost four to six months’ salary—residents of
this street didn’t own many.St. Urbain wasn’t poor like east of The Main, with its rats and
cockroaches and single coal stoves for heat. Boasting an alleyway running behind the block, for
garbage collection and peddlers, it was one rung up the ladder from neighbouring Clark, whose



occupants had to haul their refuse back through apartments to the sidewalk. But neither had St.
Urbain the elegance of Esplanade or Jeanne Mance in the blocks below St. Joseph. Their flat
was the middle floor of a triplex. Surrounding Moses and Lily Richler now were Montrealers with
names like Falcon and Blatner. Moving to the block of St. Urbain between Fairmount and St.
Viateur meant an extra five-minute walk for Mutty to Talmud Torah and, starting that fall, an extra
ten minutes for Avrum to Baron Byng High School. For their parents it meant a separate room for
Sarah-Gittel, as well as a small saving in rent.Seated on the stairs that morning, the boy would
have gazed out at a street much like every other one he had lived on. The apartment at the top of
the outdoor landing would have struck him as equally familiar. Of standard Plateau design, 5257
had seven rooms and two balconies. A tiny room off the front hallway, large enough for a desk
and chair, would soon belong to Moses. The desk had nooks, in one of which he kept his diary, a
daily record of events and, it seemed, reflections on everything from business transactions to
the quarrels, insults, injuries and betrayals he endured. No need for Moses to lock the drawer to
keep the diary from prying eyes; he composed the entries in a code of his own devising. That
room opened onto the balcony that Mordecai later, returning to a locked house, would climb
onto to gain access through the window. The double parlour next to it had a chesterfield and two
sofa chairs. The piano filled one wall, until Lily had to sell it for $25 to make the rent. The RCA
radio took up another corner, and on Sunday mornings would be tuned to WEVD New York for
the plays written and performed by Israel Rosenberg and his wife, Vera Rozanka, a.k.a. the
Yiddish shiksa. It was rare to hear Lily and Moses laugh together.At the back of the living room,
incongruously, was a single bed. Moses slept here. On the floor beside it were the kind of
magazines—Popular Mechanics and Reader’s Digest—that he encouraged his sons to read, for
educational purposes, along with issues of Doc Savage and Black Mask, comics preferred by
adults and children alike. Their father’s domain extended a few feet down the hallway to an
angled closet beneath the interior staircase. Moses kept a bottle of whisky in the closet, along
with stacks of the science and pulp fictions he read. A year later he bequeathed the chamber to
Avrum, for use as a darkroom—his eldest had been given a Kodak bellows camera for his bar
mitzvah.Beyond the stairwell chamber, the apartment became Lily’s space. Down the hallway
was the dining room, including a table and buffet, with two small bedrooms off it, one for her,
another for the boys. Their room could hold two beds, each covered in a checkered blanket, and
little else. The kitchen, farther back, had a sink, a coal-fired stove and an icebox, a table covered
in a flower-patterned cloth. Though the vegetable seller was able to negotiate the winding
interior staircase at the rear, sacks of coal and blocks of ice had to be hauled through the
apartment from the front. At the back was a chamber housing the furnace and coin-operated
water heater. The heater earned such homes the designation “cold-water flat,” though the
presence of any kind of furnace distinguished the building from its poorer cousins east of St.
Lawrence. The heater also dictated the economy of a once weekly bath for most families,
including the Richlers. There was a separate water closet and, finally, the small room where
Sarah-Gittel Rosenberg stayed. From the kitchen Lily could keep an eye on her mother and



respond to her calls of avoy-avoy. Often she asked one of the boys to go see what their
grandmother wanted. They could scarcely tell, but would report guesses, based on her gestures
and eyes. Avrum was expected to empty her commode.St. Urbain served as an artery into the
downtown from the north island and beyond. Refrigeration trucks and travelling salesmen
stopped for a bite at Wilensky’s, then located at the corner of Fairmount, a hundred feet away.
Wilensky’s sold “specials” and sour pickles at the front, along with cigars, used books and
magazines. Moe Wilensky cooked and his brother Archie retailed the cigars. Both were
Communists, and their cheap prices were a reflection of their political beliefs. Their phone booth
was popular with locals who had no home lines, and the counter stools were often occupied by
men waiting to place calls with bookies. The bagelry around the corner on Fairmount was also
familiar—twelve bagels sold on a string—and a block north loomed the enormous St. Michael
the Archangel, built for the Irish community in 1916. If Mordecai got lost, he could find his way
back using the church’s green dome as a beacon.Horse-drawn wagons delivering coal and ice,
dairy products and produce moved along the inside lanes of St. Urbain, a clip-clop in summer
and a jingling of bells in winter, when runners replaced wheels. “Vadermelon!” the fruit man
called out on hot days. Housewives addressed the milkman and iceman by family name; they
were in and out of their apartments, sometimes daily, the latter obliged to make repeated trips up
and down those staircases, pinching the heavy blocks with tongs. The ragmen who plied the
alleys, their decrepit wagons pulled by scrawny horses, informing occupants in Yiddish of their
interest in buying rags and bottles, generally remained nameless. Some also bought old tin pots,
making them bottom-rung scrap dealers.The tram along The Main, two blocks east—the #55
running from the Craig terminus up to Cremazie Boulevard—rattled on its tracks, the ding-ding
audible from 5257. Balcony-to-balcony and staircase-to-staircase communication between
housewives during the day and husbands out for a smoke in the evenings was now mostly in
English. Ragmen aside, the majority of the deliverymen were French-Canadian, their wagons
boasting names like Dion and Brunelle. English with some French was the mongrel lingua franca
for exchanges, though Yiddish crept in as well. “So fiel, monsieur,” a woman bargained with a
merchant, “for this chicken? Vous crazy?”Like immigrant streets in New York and Chicago, St.
Urbain teemed with the progeny of Old World optimism about New World prospects. With its
wide sidewalks and block-length alleyways and deficit of cars to interrupt ball games, and with
Fletcher’s Field a long enough walk to make it worthwhile only for an afternoon outing, the road
was as much playground as traffic artery. On the day Mordecai Richler became a resident of St.
Urbain, two or three hundred kids around his age were pouring out, or being tossed out, of those
crowded apartments, told to occupy themselves until dinner. They might stuff socks with rags to
serve as footballs or whack them with sticks of wood doubling as bats. They might construct
scooters from the orange crates left behind the shops, along with abandoned or stolen
rollerskate wheels.They could also smoke. Seven years old was a bit young to be scavenging
with the older boys for things to stuff onto the end of discarded butts or into clay bubble pipes
bought for a penny, but not by much. Corn husks and orange rinds worked. So did banana



leaves and bamboo sticks, once they’d been shredded. When not in the alleys, up to no good,
St. Urbain boys could be found outside Wilensky’s, sharing a cherry Coke and showing off their
yo-yo tricks. A bona fide champion in a red jacket stopped by one day to shame them with his
versions of “walking the dog” and “racing around the moon.”For a child, Anglo Montreal, where
kids had names like John, James, Melinda and Vanessa, was a rumour of fairytale mansions
and preposterous wealth on the far side of Mount Royal. Peasoupers—a.k.a. working-class
French—still kept to themselves over to the east, though the more Mutty wandered, the more he
came into contact with boys and girls called Jacques, Pierre, Marie and Francine. Affluent
French Canadians, it was true, prospered a scant few blocks from the ghetto, in tree-lined
Outremont, and within shouting distance of better-off Jews who lived across Park Avenue,
including the Alberts and, later, Uncle Bernard Richler and his family. But for now, the children he
knew went by names like Hershl, Yankel, Malke and Zippora.Local newsstands did little to clarify
any sense of his status as a “Montrealer.” At the stand where St. Lawrence and Fairmount met,
he might have noticed a dozen or more newspapers competing for trade. Because of the
neighbourhood, the city’s English dailies, the Gazette, Star and Herald, dominated, alongside
the New York Daily News and News of the World. Copies of the largest newspaper, La Presse,
would be kept for French speakers with business along the street (often with pawnshops and
moneylenders), along with smaller piles of Le Canada, La Patrie, Montréal-Matin and the high-
brow Le Devoir. Yiddish newspapers were displayed, including, from Montreal, Der Keneder
Odler, and those brought up on the train from New York. Moses bought the Herald, along with
one of the New York English dailies. “Daily Mirror!” Avrum and Mordecai would shout as they
entered the apartment, eager to read Dick Tracy, Alley Oop, Red Ryder and Li’l Abner. Moses
himself went straight for the track results, before proceeding to the celebrity gossip and quirky
news items, repeating salacious stories of misdeeds to his sons, despite Lily’s scowls.Farther
down on St. Lawrence, students from the Université de Montréal had menaced local Jews a
couple of years before, claiming to be hunting for Communists. Police rarely interfered with such
outbursts, especially after the 1936 victory of Maurice Duplessis’s Union Nationale in the
provincial election. Most Jewish Montrealers believed the new premier denigrated Jews:
“Members need not listen to the only Jew in the room,” he once declared, interrupting Joseph
Cohen, the member for the St. Lawrence district, in the National Assembly. The complex
Duplessis had Jewish friends, but nevertheless selected Adrien Arcand, leader of the Quebec
fascist party, to be part of his first cabinet. “Now more than ever we have to fight against the
Jews,” Arcand had written three years before being made labour minister. He spoke of their
“subversive ideas and despicable methods.”As St. Lawrence was the nerve centre of the
ghetto’s commerce and radical politics, St. Urbain over the next decade achieved standing as its
working-class soul and criminal heart, a view crystallized by a Time magazine article after the
war calling the street “the Hell’s Kitchen of Montreal.” Jewish mobsters had controlled much of
the gambling and narcotics business for a decade. Only a few years earlier, in 1934, a hood
named Charlie Feigenbaum had been gunned down on the block of Esplanade between St.



Joseph and Fairmount. Starting in the mid-1920s, the district was watched over by one of the
city’s few Jewish cops, Detective Inspector Ben Greenberg.The apartment at 5257 St. Urbain
would remain Mordecai’s home for the next ten years. His formative memories began on the
street. On any given block an adult could exchange words with a rabbi dressed in medieval garb
or consult a matchmaker, buy Superman and Batman comics and newspapers in four
languages, shoot a game of snooker or bet on a horse, inhale the scent of smoked meat and the
tang of working men lined up outside the public baths. By late spring, 1938, the Richler with the
thick head of black hair, watchful eyes and sombre features might be off on an errand atop his
brother’s hand-me-down bike to find his father. He would start by riding along St. Viateur to the
Young Israel synagogue on Park, hoping to meet up with Avrum, who would be emerging from
his after-school cheder with Mr. Feinberg in the back room (where he himself would be starting
extra religious instruction soon enough). If Avrum didn’t know where Moses was, the boy might
continue along Park the two long blocks to Laurier. Farther up, at Bernard, across from Pascal’s
hardware, stood the cavernous Rialto cinema. Near the corner of Laurier was the Regent.
Though his father might well be at the movies there, more likely he would be hiding away in a
downtown cinema. With any luck Mutty would come across him chatting with the men in the
barbershop at Laurier and Park. He was tall enough now to sit on the black leather seat, no
longer needing to perch up on a board slipped between the arms of the silver chair for his
monthly 25-cent haircut—a passage, of sorts.If Moses wasn’t there either, he might find him
playing gin rummy and eating chocolate cookies in Schacter’s Cigar & Soda on Laurier.
Schacter’s was across the street from the Stuart Biscuit Company, where kids could buy broken
biscuits and cupcakes for pennies. Talmud Torah, his day school, was a block farther down
Jeanne Mance, at the corner of St. Joseph; beyond that was the imposing YMHA, built through
the generosity of Mortimer Davis, a fabled wealthy Jew. He was too young then to know of the
divide between his kind and the “uptown Jews” of Westmount, though if any class distinctions
registered in his imagination, they were within his twin Galician clans. There was Uncle
Bernard’s hot-water shower in his apartment in Outremont. There was also Aunt Ruth’s cigarette
holder and perfume. And during rare visits to the Albert house on Davaar, the boy observed the
finished basement, the set of encyclopaedias, the suit of armour in the front hall.For a kid, even
a brash one, Mount Royal was intimidating, an urban demesne where people rode horses and
skied in winter. Fletcher’s Field, adjacent to it, was over a thousand yards long and a quarter as
wide, and stories were told and retold about the battles between French and Jewish kids at the
south end of the park, or whispered about the carryings on in the woods. By the time the boy
reached the southeast corner he would be eight blocks below his house, near Paperman’s
Funeral Home and Baron Byng High School. Two blocks farther east and he’d be at the corner of
St. Lawrence and Duluth. Here was the epicentre of the ghetto, and of Jewish Canada: the
offices of Wolofsky’s newspaper, with Horn’s cafeteria, gathering place for the intelligentsia, on
the ground floor below it; the Balfour building, heart of the shmatte trade, plus the commercial
block that housed Schwartz’s Hebrew Deli, Moishe’s steakhouse, the Schubert and the Colonial



Baths. A few years later, when Mordecai was attending school at Baron Byng, he would grow
intimate with this geography, declare it, too, part of his backyard.Many of the institutions barely
predated his birth. Though Montreal was an old city, where a tiny number of mostly Sephardic
Jews had exercised quiet influence for nearly two centuries before the arrival of the Eastern
Europeans, Jewish Montreal belonged to the twentieth century. Schwartz’s had opened its doors
in 1927, the Colonial Baths in 1914. Steinberg’s grocery dated from 1917, Schreter’s department
store from 1920. The brick fortress of Baron Byng had begun teaching the children of those
shtetl immigrants in 1921. Farther north, past the Mont Royal Arena where both the Maroons
and the Canadiens had once played, things were even newer: 1929 for Fairmount Bagel and
1932 for the St. Viateur bakery. Only a year before Jewish immigration to Canada was formally
shut down, the ghetto was nearing its apogee. Mordecai Richler was coming of age in time to
witness the growth, and the beginning of the decline.On May 18, 1939, King George VI and
Queen Elizabeth arrived in Montreal on the first royal tour of Canada by a reigning monarch. A
stop in the dominion’s largest city was mandatory. Still, officials in Ottawa had concerns about
including Montreal. Three months earlier Mayor Camillien Houde had declared that if England
went to war with Italy, Quebec might side with Mussolini. How would Houde behave before “his”
king and queen? Or Premier Duplessis, who the previous year had stopped by a private club
favoured by provincial Liberals and urinated into the fireplace? Would le chef, as Duplessis liked
to be called, also misbehave before the royals? Then there was the small matter of the million
French-speaking residents. A motorcade was planned, twenty-three urban miles in all, with the
expectation of large crowds lining the sidewalks, waving the country’s flag, the Union Jack, and
singing “God Save the King.” The itinerary couldn’t avoid the swaths of Montreal that “belonged”
to its majority solitude.More problematic still was the undeclared reason for the tour: to ready the
Dominion of Canada to once more take up arms in support of the motherland. Escaping a war
with Nazi Germany was now unlikely. French Canada had shown scant interest in England’s
conflicts in the past, and the carnage of World War One had hardened the indifference.
Mandarin foreheads broke into a sweat at the possibility of a lukewarm, even hostile response to
the royals in certain city neighbourhoods.They needn’t have worried. Cardinal Villeneuve, head
of the province’s Catholic Church, told his flock that he expected the king and queen to be
accorded a warm welcome. Predictably, English Westmount and the downtown were picture-
perfect: adoring crowds and beaming monarchs, all beneath a sunny spring sky. The French
cheered as well, first in Outremont, along Côte St. Catherine, below the hillside residences of the
aristocracy—including the teenaged Pierre Elliott Trudeau—and then later along St. Hubert
Street and Mount Royal. Though this crowd, too, waved the Union Jack, flags showing the
tricolours of France and the yellow and white of the Vatican could also be spotted.Only on Park
Avenue might the king and queen have noted a slight chill. The route had skipped the ethnic
sights of St. Lawrence Boulevard. It had, in fact, forgone the neighbourhood where Jews lived.
But Fletcher’s Field marked one ghetto boundary, and with the sweatshops along The Main
allowing workers the afternoon off, and schools closed for the occasion, both sides of the



avenue filled with seamstresses and cutters, peddlers and scrap merchants, schoolchildren and
their teachers. Many did cheer and wave the flag but others, among them Communists and
Labour Zionists who disapproved of the British position on Palestine, simply watched the
motorcade, polite but silent. In the crowd was eight-year-old Mutty Richler, for whom the day was
a holiday with a parade.VBATTLESHe had a pisk, the boy. A mouth. At Talmud Torah, where
Mordecai studied Hebrew in the mornings, math, French and English in the afternoons, he had a
reputation. Fellow students admired his boldness while fearing his tongue. He was among the
fifteen or so children studying together from grades one through seven, but also apart; a
ringleader who was simultaneously aloof. Teachers were baffled. The child was smart—hardly a
surprise, being the grandson of Yudel Rosenberg; real k’vod, or distinction—and gifted, in
particular as an artist, forever doodling in his notebooks. He liked to challenge them, especially
the old, underpaid men who taught Hebrew and, by the by, twisted ears and rapped knuckles.
“Obviously, Adam and Eve’s sons had to marry their own sisters,” he might say. “Was that
allowed in those days?” For his trouble he would be told to wash the blackboards, or be sent
down to the office of the school principal, Mr. Magid, for discipline. Suspension would be
threatened. A call placed to his home.Along with Lily Shatsky, also of St. Urbain Street, Mutty
Richler was one of a handful of kids from the ghetto side of Park Avenue. His classmates from
Outremont had better clothes and more pocket money; they were driven to school in cars. Their
homes were houses too, located on elegant streets named Davaar and Querbes. He was also
one of the rare students with an Orthodox lifestyle. Talmud Torah may have been a parochial
school for Jews wishing their children to be educated within a religious framework, but the
majority still came from families that were either secular or Reform. For those kids, the Torah
wasn’t the literal word of God and the 613 rules not a chokehold. They didn’t have a grandfather
who took a belt to his grandchildren for minor infractions of religious laws. They didn’t have a
mother who made her son wear his tallith katan, marker of a Hasid—though the boy was careful
to stuff the tassels, tzitzis, inside his trousers to avoid mockery.It was Lily Richler who walked
down to Talmud Torah in the middle of the day to answer complaints about him. In her no less
sharp manner and her verbal quickness, Mr. Magid glimpsed one source of Mordecai’s
emerging character. Rumours abounded concerning his parents’ marriage; even his classmates
recognized that the household on St. Urbain wasn’t happy. Lily did nothing to quell such
rumours, chastising her husband in public and telling all who would listen about her thwarted
hopes. Among Moses’ failings was his role as breadwinner; he found the annual fees for Talmud
Torah a burden. The father who couldn’t provide and the mother who couldn’t stop telling
everyone.The case of smart, scrappy Mordecai Richler required special handling.Leibel
Yalofsky, long-time Torah instructor in the cheder at the Young Israel synagogue, shared the
principal’s pain. Any fond memories of studious Avrum Richler dissipated in the presence of his
brother. No amount of knuckle rapping or ear twisting would stop the boy from sneaking peaks at
the Herald comics folded in his lap, or reading one of his father’s Ellery Queen mysteries, during
the twice-weekly class. For this, Lily and Moses paid an extra $8 a month. Walks home from the



cheder, especially after dark, brought the Richlers into contact with the French kids who trolled
neighbourhood boundary lines. Being scrawny helped; they dashed along St. Viateur, dodging
the Hasidim men in black coats and the women pushing triple-carriage prams, until they lost
their enemies in the maze.Conflicts, battles, loomed. On St. Urbain Street, Mordecai seemed in
perpetual dispute with his mother. After one scolding from Lily, the nine-year-old announced that
he was leaving home. “Fine,” she said. “I’ll make a sandwich for you.” When Avrum, then a
freshman at Baron Byng, realized they were both determined, he tried talking sense into them.
Off went Muttleke, as she called him, in a downpour. Hours later the doorbell rang and there he
stood, shivering. “I forgot my rubbers,” he said. Lily dried him with a towel, saying not a
word.Moses Richler, busier than ever at the scrapyard—the looming war, and the hasty buildup
of the Canadian air force in factories around Montreal, were benefiting the family business—sat
at the kitchen table at the end of long days in his underwear. Stout and fleshy, his bald head
shiny in the light, he scrubbed his callused hands to get out the grit and grease. He also belched
and farted and clipped his toenails in full view. True, he didn’t appear to enjoy the company of his
own family, especially his wife. “You’re nothing!” was one of her favourite taunts. “And I don’t want
my children to be nothings!” Slipping off to the Gaiety Theatre on Saturday nights, he would roar
with pleasure at the jugglers and comedians. Nothing could compare, however, with the show’s
climax: the striptease by Peaches or Anne Curie or the legendary Lili St. Cyr (her specialty
involved simulating being ravaged by a swan). On Sundays as well, Moses would depart early
and return late, bleary-eyed from marathon movie viewings at the Princess, then the Capitol,
then the Palace or Loew’s. About the movies themselves, he had little to say, though he liked
catching production inconsistencies—clocks on walls left unchanged from scene to scene,
tanks with their fuel gauges showing empty.For her part, did Lily consider how her behaviour
affected others? Mutty’s cousin Lionel, sometimes in the house while his mother, Ruth, was
helping with Sarah-Gittel, decided that his aunt had two personalities. One second she was
friendly and sweet, the next vicious and unhinged. Always, she carried herself like a fallen queen
and saw her boys, especially Mordecai, as princes. Still, that didn’t stop her from chiding him.
“Why can’t you be more like Lionel?” she would say. Away from his mother, he would shove his
cousin and throw wild punches in revenge. The same thing happened with his uncle and
playmate, Duddy. In 1938, the boys started spending more time together after Shmarya Richler,
giving up on the idea of raising his family outside the ghetto, rented a two-storey house at 5444
St. Urbain, directly across from Moses and Lily. But after his grandfather, citing Sabbath laws,
destroyed some chemistry set test tubes they were playing with by smashing them against the
wall, Mordecai blackened Duddy’s eye out of frustration. For this, he got a thrashing from his
grandfather. His relationship with his playmate cooled as well.One day he found himself in the
office of Richler Smelting and Refining, as Shmarya’s side of the business was now called, in
LaSalle, possibly after a drive out to St. Hubert airfield or Dorval with Avrum and his Uncle Joe,
who let the boys wait in the truck while he negotiated the purchase of scrap from planes being
dismantled by Canadair. There he witnessed his grandfather giving short weight on his scales to



an Irish peddler. When he informed his father, seeking vengeance for the beating, he was
rebuffed. “What do you know?” Moses scolded, a common refrain, adding that Gentiles, being
anti-Semites, got what they deserved. That was hardly the point, especially for a boy desperate
for a sense that his parent would stand up for him—or for anything. It also wasn’t a denial. A few
years later Moses explained a standard Richler scrapyard scam to Avrum: weighing the truck
before picking up a load, collecting it, then sliding heavy stones under the carriage to falsely
increase the total.Mordecai was beginning to chafe. When he visited the house across the
street, passing through the kitchen to the yard out back, he could be sure of a smile from his
bubbe Esther. (Molly, his great-grandmother, made no effort.) But his zeyda was becoming a
nemesis. Saturday afternoon “lessons” in the living room, after a week at Talmud Torah, extra
cheder instruction from Mr. Yalofsky, plus Shabbas observance, was too much. To then be
expected to sit with his cousins and recite passages from a book about respecting elders?
Nevertheless, he often stayed for the Havdalah ceremony after sunset, marking the end of
Sabbath. Once Shmarya Richler had made a blessing over the spice box, shaking it and passing
it around for all to inhale the fragrance, he would hand out quarters, pinching cheeks as he did.
“Shabbas graft,” Moses Richler called the cash.Twenty-five cents bought two comic books from
Wilensky’s or Schacter’s, with change back. Avrum Richler and his friends had had to content
themselves with newspaper comic strips, which were plentiful but left them at the mercy of the
adults who controlled the paper. By the time Mutty came of reading age, slim ten-cent Tip Top
Comics were promoting the adventures of Tarzan and The Batman (the article was soon
dropped), Wonder Woman and Captain Marvel. Stories were action-packed and violent, with sex
a giddy undercurrent. The early Batman shot the bad guys, while Wonder Woman tied them up
in S&M gear. Kids across North America loved reading the comics under bedsheets or in
backyard sheds; to trade them, resell them, collect them in secret or, if their parents were
tolerant (or, like Moses Richler, a fan as well), in the open. They loved the unruly, disrespectful
tone of the pulp stories and superhero fantasies.Jewish kids had special reason to identify. Many
of the cartoonists, scarcely older than their readers, were first-generation Jewish North
Americans. They were crafting strident visions of right and wrong, good and evil, born of their
own childhoods smoking orange rinds and watching their fathers lose their jobs in Depression-
era America. Superman emerged in 1938 from the nineteen-year-old imaginations of Jerry
Siegel and Joe Shuster of Cleveland. (Shuster was originally from Toronto.) Though the
Superman of these children of the European diaspora wasn’t the first comic hero to battle evil,
he soon came to embody the idea, and the look. It was the look—the capes and masks, leotard
pants and tight shirts over bodybuilder torsos—that excited kids. But the idea, or perhaps the
wish, behind the cape was still more potent. Evil was evil indeed in the universe of comic villains.
Good needed to be no less strident or powerful. “Now listen to me, Clark,” says Superman’s
foster father in the very first edition, “this great strength of yours—you’ve got to hide it from
people or they’ll be scared of you.” To which his foster mother adds, “But when the proper time
comes, you must use it to assist humanity.”Why would humanity need assisting, even at the level



of ten-cent escapism, in 1930s North America? Many adults and teens alike may not have had a
clue. But in certain places, certain neighbourhoods, the anxiety, the foreboding, was real, and
had been for years. Among the magazines in the Richler apartment were the issues of the
Canadian Jewish Review featuring Lily’s articles. Each issue offered an editorial. On September
18, 1936, the editorial “Deepening Shadows” spoke of how holding the Olympics in Berlin meant
“the last star of hope was extinguished for the German Jew, as for any of the myriad others who
are being brutally badgered by the present regime.” A year later the editorialist lamented the
“harrowing picture [out of Europe] of tidal wave upon tidal wave sweeping down and seeking to
destroy the children of Israel.” Twelve months later again, in the issue for September 23, 1938,
the review wondered: “Shall we then conclude that Nazism and Fascism will continue
indefinitely? That, indeed, would mean hopelessness and doom and endless misery for
mankind.” As if to arc back gently to the local situation, the editorial denounced as “the lie of the
century” the assumption that all Jews were communists—a theme promoted by the Quebec
fascists who were tolerated by the government of Duplessis.Within months of the start of the
Second World War, with Mutty Richler and millions of other adolescents and teens following
along, Superman, at least, began combatting Hitler and the Germans in monthly instalments. So
did stalwart Captain America, portrayed in similar skin-tight apparel and outrageous musculature
—in this instance, chest and shield bearing the stars and stripes. The overture to a 1941 edition
explained: “As ruthless war-mongers of Europe focus their eyes on a peace-loving
America … the youth of our country heed the call to arm for defense.” A box on the same page
showed Nazi fifth-columnists joining the U.S. army to “carry out the führer’s plans.” “Yah,” a fellow
truncheon-wielding thug says. “Everything is in readiness!”When American comics were banned
in Canada in 1942 to save on paper, black-market prices climbed as high as 25 cents per issue.
The Richler brothers wrote and produced their own book instead. Called Catman, the comic was
eight pages long and, with no photocopying available, existed in a limited edition of one, shown
carefully to friends and select family. Story by A. Richler, drawings by M. Richler, declared the
cover.The “phony war” of the fall and winter of 1939–40, after Germany conquered Poland, was
an eerie eight-month waiting period that ended with the blitzkrieg of the spring. The invasions of
Belgium and the Netherlands, and the stunningly swift capitulation of France in June,
announced the world war so many had feared. Adrien Arcand, who had welcomed the Nazi
sweep across Europe, was arrested at his party offices in Montreal in July 1940. The RCMP
found swastika banners and fanciful plots for a Canadian Nazi army of seventy thousand fifth-
columnists ready to carry out the Führer’s plans. Immigrant Italians with similar sympathies for
Mussolini, especially those expressed after June 10, 1940, when Italy declared war on the
Allies, were also rounded up. Internment camps in Ontario and New Brunswick were quickly
bursting with suspect Germans, Italians, Hungarians and Finns—a wide, indiscriminate cull. One
camp in New Brunswick became home to a high-profile enemy within: Camillien Houde, the
popular mayor of Montreal. Houde earned his time behind the fence for encouraging fellow
Montrealers to refuse the federal government’s request, issued that summer, that all males over



the age of sixteen register for possible service. The National Resources Mobilization Act,
claimed authorities, wasn’t conscription in disguise. But the mayor disagreed, and said so once
too often.One-fifth of all eligible Jewish Canadian males eventually enlisted to fight, some
16,880 in total, along with 279 women. A third of these were Montrealers, some of whom
responded to the sandwich-board sign outside a recruiting office on St. Lawrence that
proclaimed, “Canada Needs You” and “Enlist Here Now!” in English, Yiddish and French. Old
men at the Young Israel wept at the sight of a youngster in a first lieutenant’s uniform. Different
tears were shed when the Kugelmass boy died crashing his Harvard Trainer near Montreal.
Another young man from the synagogue who signed up, to the shock of his father, was Israel
Richler, the second of four Richler boys then of military age. Mordecai’s uncle was a self-taught
mechanic who enlisted in the Army Ordnance Corps, in part to avoid being conscripted into the
so-called Zombies, regiments eligible only for service within Canada. Shmarya Richler’s great
fear was that his boy would end up desecrating the Sabbath and being forced to eat non-kosher
food. Another son, Max, would also join, and strike a similarly glamorous pose in his brown
uniform, though he was stationed in Montreal for the duration. “The Jewish Commandos,” they
were called by envious kids.And Mutty Richler was already a combat veteran. Waiting until his
older brother and parents were out of the apartment—he was in no danger of being caught by
his bedridden grandmother—he would crawl on his belly from the kitchen to the front door, Red
Ryder air rifle in his good arm, Arab bullets whizzing past. It was 1920 in the village of Tel Hai in
the Galilee. Arabs, unsettled by increased Jewish immigration, had begun attacking settlements.
The boy was pretend-playing the one-armed Zionist hero Yosef Trumpeldor, part of a group of
Russian Jews who had made early aliyah to Palestine, who carried on fighting with a mortal
stomach wound, expiring with the words “It is good to die for our country” on his lips.The feats of
Trumpeldor were the street talk of neighbourhood kids. The same was true of Mordecai’s
emerging passion for sports, in particular the wartime Montreal Canadiens, nos glorieux,
featuring the soon-immortal “Punch Line” of Maurice “The Rocket” Richard, Elmer Lach and
Hector “Toe” Blake. Baseball excited him as well. Hank Greenberg, the Jewish first-baseman for
the Detroit Tigers, was a hero, along with local boxer Maxie Berger. Who said Jews were too
small to excel at sports? In February 1942 he sat by the radio in the living room with his father
and brother listening to Berger take on Sugar Ray Robinson at Madison Square Garden in New
York, the main event of that week’s fight night. For the great Sugar Ray, the bout was routine, and
he dropped Berger to the mat three times. But for the Richler males, and thousands of other
Montrealers, those forty-five minutes, many spent throwing air punches on Maxie’s behalf, were
legend-forming.Before the ghetto birthed its first war hero—RCAF flyer Sydney Simon
Shulemson, recipient of the Distinguished Service Order and Distinguished Flying Cross—
adolescents and teens were dramatizing the exploits of Richard and Blake, Berger and
Greenberg. All belonged to the city of Montreal and the continent of North America, not to any
vanished Galicia, with its guttural language and retrograde religion. Mutty was growing up into a
wider, secular world.He was also growing up, and into, the Second World War. The nine-year-old



who heard CBC newsreader Lorne Greene, a.k.a. “The Voice of Doom,” detail the disastrous
Allied withdrawal at Dunkirk in early June 1940 may have registered little more than Greene’s
grave intonations. But a year later, the boy who stared at THE WALLS HAVE EARS and THE
ENEMY IS EVERYWHERE signs posted in the local shops understood the message differently.
By the time of Pearl Harbor, the early battles in the Pacific, then the Canadian advances into
Sicily and Italy, he would be cheering the Allied cause like an adult while still pretending to fight
the war like a child. He and his friends re-enacted the Guadalcanal campaign of summer, fall
and winter 1942–43 in the snowbanks along St. Urbain, shouting, “Take that, you yellow devil!”
and “Schweinhund!” With so many men away at war, snow removal suffered, making for mounds
as high as fifteen feet from which to launch those epithets, along with snowballs passing for
grenades. Gas rationing also aided their warfare; fewer cars than usual were parked along the
curbs.Avrum and Mordecai still talked most nights in their bedroom. They whispered about their
mother’s cruelty towards their father, and his meekness with her and everyone else. He was Mr.
Milquetoast, or Mr. Hot-Milk-and-Matzos, his preferred bedtime snack. They talked about their
Richler grandfather, hypocrite and tyrant, and certain of their uncles who, newly prosperous,
were moving their families across Park Avenue to Outremont, fleeing the old neighbourhood.
Mutty had questions. He wanted to know about Baron Byng, the high school where Avrum was
an A student, member of the all-Jewish choir that sang Messiah in St. Paul’s at Christmas and
one of the cadets who marched across Fletcher’s Field. He wanted to know about girls.The age
difference suddenly yawned between the brothers. Gone were the days when Avrum smoked
cigarettes in the alley with Mordecai and Duddy, or played ball hockey alongside them in the
streets. Gone as well were the magic shows the Richler boys had put on together, a passion
born out of the evening their father took them to see “Blackstone the Magician” at the Palace, an
extravaganza featuring a woman sawn in half. Their own act, cleverly titled “White Rock the
Magician” and performed in the living room at 5257, was less flashy. An enthused Moses bought
some routines from a magic shop: the disappearing coin trick, the fake thumb, the Chinese rings.
He also sawed a hole in a table for the climactic trick. It involved Mordecai, stuffed underneath
the table for ten long minutes, handing things up to White Rock through the hole. They charged
five cents and did two shows to solid reviews.Until the fall before his bar mitzvah, Mutty
continued to play the role of an obliging, if already skeptical, adherent. In October, time of both
the Sukkot festival and the Simchat Torah, Moses erected the sukkah on the apartment’s front
balcony, hanging grapes and bananas from the roof slats despite frigid temperatures and early
snow squalls. Dressed in an overcoat, his younger son swallowed his dinner of meat and potato,
or knishes, as fast as he could, listening to Lily needle Moses, comparing his meagre hut to the
superior one her father had constructed on Esplanade, where the likes of Sholem Asch, the
great Yiddish novelist and playwright, had visited during the festival. The boy also still took his
turn parading the Sefer Torahs around the synagogue at the end of the month. One year he
found himself carrying a double burden: an unusually heavy set of scrolls that were the
penmanship of his illustrious grandfather. He was warned not to stumble. “Remember who you



are,” he was cautioned. Pious Hasidim were making pilgrimages to Yudel Rosenberg’s
mausoleum on Côte-des-Neiges during the Ten Days of Awe, lighting memorial candles and
leaving petitions—for a blessing of fertility or remission from cancer—for his spirit to
consider.But Avrum, now fifteen or sixteen, was done with the religion his grandfather and
parents pushed on him so ardently. He rode the streetcar on Saturdays and put away his prayer
phylacteries, unless Lily was watching. For Moses, perfunctory about his own morning prayers
and inclined to disappear after lunch on Shabbas to play cards and listen to baseball—both
infringements of Sabbath law, along with those trayf, non-kosher biscuits, and Cokes—this was
a disappointment. Lily, though, realizing her eldest would not be pursuing the rabbinate, shifted
her attention to her other child. No longer willing to endure the arguments between his parents,
or their scolding for his drift from the faith, Avrum began spending as much time as he could
away from 5257, where there was a new smell in the house—gangrene—from Sarah-Gittel’s
failing body.Movies were the neighbourhood escape on a Saturday or Sunday night. Avrum
might run into his brother at the Rialto, where kids would be watching newsreels about the war
and applauding every time King George VI or Winston Churchill appeared on screen. The older
boy would be perched in the balcony, where there was greater privacy, before settling into a
double feature starring Mickey Rooney as Andy Hardy and a comedy with Bob Hope and Bing
Crosby. In 1941 one of the English war-propaganda features advertised on the marquee was
Forty-Ninth Parallel, starring Laurence Olivier as a French-Canadian trapper who stymies Nazi
submarines trolling the St. Lawrence. Avrum, hoping to impress girls with his neckties and hair
goop, might or might not acknowledge his sibling down below.Back on St. Urbain, he wasn’t too
old to sit with Mutty and fiddle with the shortwave band of the radio, hoping to catch a speech by
the evil Adolf Hitler. More likely they’d fall upon Edward R. Murrow or J.B. Priestley broadcasting
from London, England, where people were toughing out the Blitz and Churchill was vowing to
fight on land and sea and never surrender. Or else intrepid CBC correspondent Matthew Halton,
reporting vividly on the Canadian army’s assault on the German bastion of Ortona in December
1943. “Soaking wet, in a morass of mud,” Halton told listeners in his strong, familiar voice,
“against an enemy fighting harder than he’s fought before, the Canadians attack, attack, attack.”
Months earlier another reporter, Ross Munro, had informed a gathering of ten thousand in the
Montreal Forum about the bravery of the Fusiliers Mont-Royal at the tragic Dieppe landing. While
under-reporting the overall disaster, Munro was careful to honour local soldiers, singling out their
commander, Lieutenant-Colonel Dollard Ménard. Ménard, a French Canadian willing to fight,
took five bullets in his attempt to neutralize a concrete pillbox on top of a parapet above the
beach.Although the likes of Dollard Ménard were abundant, and Camillien Houde’s insurrection
far from represented the dominant view, a vocal number of French Canadians had no wish to
fight in a war they believed to be still another defence of an empire of which they were only
marginally, and reluctantly, part. For Jews, this apparent indifference to a world in tumult was
hard to swallow. They were already dealing with the shock of the official shutdown of immigration
of European Jews to Canada—the notorious “None is too many” policy voiced by the director of



the Immigration Branch, Frederick Blair, in Mackenzie King’s government, and rendered visceral
in 1939 when a boatload of nine hundred Jewish refugees vainly appealed to land in Canada
and were turned back to Europe. By late 1942 they were also beginning to hear rumours of the
mass murders of their kind by Nazis, tales in equal parts credible and unthinkable. Cousins in
Poland failed to reply to letters. Transatlantic phone lines rang dead.Mutty wasn’t with Avrum on
March 27, 1942, at the YMHA, when the Montreal Jewish ghetto came under brief assault.
Though the government still hadn’t introduced conscription, it did call for a plebiscite asking
Canadians to release the Prime Minister from his earlier promise never to conscript. Even this
contingency found support among just one in four Quebecers (64 percent of English Canadians
supported Mackenzie King). On that late winter day a protest moved down Park Avenue
shouting, “À bas la conscription!” (“Down with conscription!”) and smashing streetcars and shop
windows. In the course of a few blocks the rally transformed itself into a mob. “À bas les
Juifs!” (“Down with Jews!”), they now cried. The crowd also began focusing their fury on
businesses they believed, often incorrectly, to be Jewish-owned. Teenagers inside the Y, Avrum
Richler among them, found their own weapons and returned the favour.Skirmishes weren’t
occurring only in Plateau Montreal. The geography of 5257 St. Urbain, and the neighbourhood
surrounding it, had a rival in Mutty’s imagination. Since he was a baby his parents had been
relocating him and his brother in the countryside north of the city for July and August. By pooling
funds, all but the poorest Jews could afford the $30–40 charged by French-Canadian farmers for
the use of wooden shacks they had built for such purposes. Moses and Lily had managed to
scrape the money together, first going to Piedmont, an hour beyond Montreal’s second island,
Laval. A Mr. Hammond rented to them then, and Avrum remembered the farmer allowing him
and his toddler brother to keep him company while he hayed the fields. Subsequent summers
involved the village of St. Basile and, eventually, the routine of renting rooms either in a house in
Shawbridge, where Muttle and his cousin Lionel watched Mr. Blondin, the blacksmith, shoe
horses in his yard, or in a shack down the hill in the adjoining village of Prévost. Boys in shorts
and knee socks had their picture taken in fields and by the muddy rivers where they swam. Even
their mother, pleased to be away from the city and from her husband—fathers generally came up
only for weekends—was caught smiling in photos.Hostility between the French and the Jews
was approaching its nadir. During the Depression, local government, Church and media had
ganged up to practise lazy bigotry. Whether it was Arcand’s bullies concocting street riots or Le
Devoir remarking on the body odour and crooked noses of this disloyal minority, or the 1936
bestseller La Réponse de la race, which had postulated a Jewish conspiracy to inject venereal
disease into the tampons sold to French-Canadian women, the hardships of the era, in
conjunction with the rise of “legitimate” discourse rooted in race and ethnic nationalism,
congealed into a gleeful anti-Semitism. Arcand may now have been interned, and Duplessis’s
Union Nationale temporarily out of power, but the ugliness, typified by the occasional À bas les
Juifs signs on the shoulders of Highway 15, remained visible and unashamed.Among city Jews,
in turn, there was little admiration or respect for their French neighbours, whom they took to be



the natural servant class. (Shmarya Richler disliked goys in general, and counselled his
grandsons to feel the same.) And yet, as was the case on the crowded Plateau, it was among
the rural French, equally rough-hewn and English-challenged, that Jews like the Richlers wound
up spending July and August. The Eastern Townships south of Montreal, prettier and more
proximate to the American border, were virtually Judenfrei. Affluent Quebec Anglos employed a
strategy of Olympian indifference, a cover for their own bigotry. Like colonial masters sent to
dwell in the Empire, they were adept at remaining so aloof from the “locals” that they could
scarcely be accused of disliking or disfavouring them—aside, of course, from discriminatory
hiring polices inside their businesses and institutions. The French, less insulated by wealth and
less aloof by temperament, time and again rubbed up against these similarly noisy, gregarious
immigrants.Starting in 1938, the Richlers rented in Prévost for six straight summers. A farmer
named Morin had put up nine shacks on his property. They were primitive, without indoor
plumbing or electricity. Oil stoves were run on kerosene. Lamps provided reading light after dark.
Each shack could shelter two or three adults plus gaggles of kids, including plenty of babies.
The Richler shack, the cost split between Lily and her sister Ruth, included mute, paralyzed
Sarah-Gittel. Lily had no choice—there was no one to look after her on St. Urbain Street, least of
all Moses, who worked full days at the yard—but she also wanted her mother to enjoy, as much
as her condition allowed, the countryside where she and the rabbi had spent happier times. Her
bed was positioned by the front window, obliging kids from neighbouring houses to keep their
voices down as they raced past. Or else she sat in her wheelchair in the lane, a cap over her
nearly bald skull and a shawl across her shoulders.When not minding her mother, Lily relaxed
on the front steps or took herself down to dangle her legs in the river. In either place she could
usually be found reading a book. A serious one, too: Jane Austen or George Eliot. With her
cropped hair and thick glasses, her worn dresses and frayed aprons, she struck onlookers as a
solitary figure.The summer settlement, a more authentic Galician shtetl, had shops selling soft
drinks and candies, a post office and a synagogue, and a temporary market run by local French
farmers. Except for the post office, all the buildings were seasonal; after September, the stretch
along the river lay empty. But in July and August it offered up faces and voices, sounds and even
smells, akin to those on St. Urbain Street. A bakery truck dropped off fresh bread and matzos
each morning. One of the shops, Bishinsky’s, featured a jukebox and a balcony, for impromptu
evening dances. Down at the “beach,” a stretch of sand a hundred feet before the bridge, men in
shorts and undershirts set up card tables for marathon games of gin rummy and poker. Women
sat at separate tables in bras and bloomers, their pale skin crisped pink, or else they waded into
the Richelieu River, keeping an eye on their kids, shirtless and cap-free, farther downstream or
climbing the mud “cliff” directly across. Nothing fancy, and certainly nothing as elegant as the
lake at Ste. Agathe, with its sailboats and speedboats, and its raked beaches in front of full-
service resorts, some twenty of which were then owned by Jews. But still, Prévost was easy
summer living: the days long and golden; troubles in the city—or out in the world, with the war
entering via the newspapers, or radios in the shops—at a remove.Mutty Richler slipped into the



country idyll. He fished and played floating deadman in the river, even in August, when
authorities condemned the waters as breeding grounds for polio. With Lionel and Duddy he stole
apples from orchards and snuck into the Boys’ Farm above the town to watch baseball games
between teams of juvenile delinquents. To the north, west and east of Shawbridge were wooded
hills of cedar and pine, the slopes latticed with trails. Up behind the Boys’ Farm was the hill they
called Flag Mountain, and the cliffs where Avrum and friends went hiking, followed by “the
squirts.” A hut stood at the top, a good spot for smoking cigarettes and taking girls.One
afternoon the soft clay ledge suddenly gave way beneath the younger boys. Lionel rolled forty
feet down the cliff face. Mordecai tumbled farther, splitting open his forehead on a rock. To
everyone’s astonishment, he didn’t cry or even complain. It was important that the injury be
looked after without Lily finding out. Dr. Lightstone agreed to stitch him up, and in a manner that
couldn’t be detected. Mutty sat there being sewn, his features set. Sure enough, his distracted
mother noticed nothing that evening.In Prévost, it was easier being from an Orthodox clan. He
was still expected to wear a cap, except in the water. Food still had to be kosher, though the
candies in the shops were unregulated and the chickens in the market unsanctified. Nor were his
parents less observant on the Sabbath—Lionel was present when Mordecai started absently
ripping up a leaf, for which his father, deciding the action violated a rule, stung him with the
epithet Shabbas goy. But away from the adults, a kid in shorts and a T-shirt fishing a river or
wandering orchards, climbing up hills to play at war, was just a kid. Cap in pocket. Picking and
eating raspberries.VIWARSOne afternoon in September 1942, Avrum Richler returned home
from his part-time job at the Grover Knitting Mills on de Lorimier to find Sarah-Gittel Rosenberg
laid out on the living room floor, her body covered by a mourning blanket. His brother, banished
from the apartment, sat on a stoop a few doors down, telling the neighbourhood kids about his
dead grandmother. Allowed to stay while psalms were recited, Avrum noticed that the smell had
dissipated. He also thought, not unreasonably, that he would finally be getting his own bedroom.
His grandmother was eighty-two, and had been an invalid for seven years; he was sixteen, busy
with high school and multiple jobs.But his parents had other plans. Specifically, Lily did. With the
death of her mother, she was losing both the pension she had arranged from the Jewish
Community Council and the monthly help from her siblings. She was also once more
contemplating divorce. Anxious to generate her own income, she decided to rent out the “spare”
room and cook evening meals for pay. The war had boosted such business. German and
Austrian Jews, interned as enemy aliens in England since 1939, were being transported to
Canada, where they were scarcely more welcome. Eventually released from detention, most
headed for the comfort of the Montreal ghetto. Moses liked the idea of a boarder, figuring he’d be
welcoming a hayseed from a Polish village whom he could mentor and befriend.Instead, the
Richlers eventually invited Julius Frankel into their house. Tall and lanky, fluent in French,
German and English, as well as Yiddish and Hebrew, Frankel sang opera in the bathtub and
quoted Goethe in the original. He was bright and funny and had seen the world. Soon it seemed
he was condescending to his landlord, a junk dealer who’d never been anywhere. He was also



enchanting Lily.Kosher dinners brought a second outsider into 5257. Evelyn Sacks was twenty-
three in September 1943, with a science and teaching degree from McGill and a husband away
in the war. Unable to work in the Protestant school system, which didn’t allow married women in
the classroom, the petite, attractive Sacks was hired at Talmud Torah, where she was relieved to
discover the school wasn’t as religious as she had feared. More to worry about than an Orthodox
teaching environment, apparently, was a grade five student named Mordecai Richler. For two
years she had listened to complaints about the difficult boy. Now she was his homeroom
instructor for grade seven, and was actually impressed. A paragraph by him contained more
style and insight than entire essays by others. His drawings were so good, and Sacks so unsure
as an art teacher, that she allowed the thirteen-year-old to co-teach the classes. She also let him
write topic sentences for discussions, startled by the clarity of his thinking. There were lots of
smart kids at Talmud Torah, and plenty who were easier to teach, but Mordecai Richler was
unique.During the winter of 1943–44, Evelyn Sacks began paying for occasional meals from Lily.
Her doctor advised this remedy for fatigue and depression, and on learning that Mutty’s mother
was providing partial board, she walked up St. Urbain after classes.Starting in September as
well, Avrum was no longer at the table. Blocked from studying medicine at McGill—Jews were
even more disfavoured in the professional schools—Avrum enrolled at Queen’s University in
Kingston, Ontario, for what he hoped would be only a single year’s absence from Montreal. As a
result, he missed the defining months of his brother’s adolescence.Shmarya Richler had
relocated his household again not long before. Diminished by marriages and army service, the
remaining Richler clan rented the upper floor of a duplex on Jeanne Mance between St. Viateur
and Fairmount. If the move from St. Urbain Street was not undertaken to put three blocks
between himself and his grandson, it might soon have been. Mordecai was skirmishing openly
with his zeyda. Expelled from the Saturday afternoon Ethics of the Fathers lessons for not
wearing a skull-cap—“Come back when you have a hat,” Shmarya told him—the adolescent
took to walking past the house hatless, a cigarette between his lips, while his grandfather sat
glaring from the porch.Moses was no help. He pleaded with his son to observe decorum in front
of his elder, even feeding him the chapter of the Torah that had been read in shul, in case
Shmarya quizzed him for details. But when his grandfather also denounced Mordecai as a
Shabbas goy, evicting him with a beating, the boy vowed never to speak to the old man
again.This time, revenge upon two generations of Richlers had him stopping by Wilensky’s for a
baloney and salami “special.” He had already partaken of a bacon and tomato sandwich at
Horn’s cafeteria and not been laid low by a thunderbolt. To eat trayf—non-kosher food—right
under his father’s and grandfather’s noses was still more insolent. Following Avrum’s example,
he could be seen eating a Wilensky’s sandwich on St. Urbain on the Sabbath. Shabbas goy,
indeed.Shoplifting was another activity spurred by rebellion. An early effort, carried out in the
Kresge’s department store on Park Avenue after a pre-bar mitzvah cheder with Mr. Yalofsky,
earned him a scolding from the store manager, a Scots Presbyterian who lamented that a
Hebrew would resort to petty crimes more the domain of the hard-luck youth who wound up at



the Boys’ Farm. In response, Mutty and friends wandered downtown to the anonymity of Eaton’s
department store on St. Catherine Street. Back at Schacter’s to look for Moses, he might steal
candy and bother the men playing chess or cards. It was in that shop that he was reported to
have taunted a mentally retarded boy, a regular on one of the stools, whose father sold rags.
That cruelty would be shameful to him later.A by-election in the neighbourhood was as urgent
news in Wilensky’s as the war on the Russian front and the march of Canadian troops up the
boot of Italy. Though the Communist Party of Canada had been outlawed since 1931, it had
created a front in 1943 called the Labour Progressive Party. When Cartier, the riding that
included the Jewish ghetto, went to the polls in May 1943, it elected Fred Rose, a Labour
Progressive activist who had already been jailed twice for subversive activities. Rose won with
thirty percent of the vote in a four-way race.Among the candidates he defeated was the young
lawyer David Lewis of the social democratic Co-operative Commonwealth Federation, or CCF.
Born in 1907, Lewis had come to Canada from Russia at age thirteen, teaching himself English
by reading Charles Dickens. His career had included working in an uncle’s clothing factory and a
Rhodes Scholarship to Oxford. Had Mutty Richler found himself near the offices of Der Keneder
Odler on St. Lawrence, he might have noticed David Lewis in one of the booths at Horn’s,
drinking coffee and debating with a fellow lawyer, the poet A.M. Klein. Lewis would eventually
shift his fortunes to a winnable riding in suburban Toronto. Klein, a blazing orator, would also fail
to convince the voters of Cartier. High school teacher Irving Layton, who had once dated
Mordecai’s relation Suzanne Rosenberg, might be in another booth in the restaurant, arguing
with more revolutionary-minded and self-consciously poetic sorts.Fred Rose’s victory shocked
the city and country equally. Reasons for a Communist procuring one in three votes in the riding
included the recent victory of the “new” Soviet allies at Stalingrad and, locally, anger at anti-
Semitism. Not so incidentally, the Communists mounted a smart, well-organized campaign in
1943 and again in 1945, when Rose was re-elected. Was the Montreal ghetto so radical? The
flight from Europe brought nearly as many traditions and ideas to North America as it did
immigrants. Once settled into city neighbourhoods, Jews from Poland and Russia found
themselves presented with an embarrassment of intellectual riches, especially if they were
willing to cast off hereditary affiliations. Secular traditions as various as anti-Czarist
republicanism and Communism of every faction—Leninist, Trotskyist, Stalinist—along with
German socialists and Zionists with anti-capitalist ambitions for Eretz Yisrael, competed in the
Montreal ghetto from 1900 to 1939. For those who kept the faith, emerging sub-categories within
Orthodox and Reform Judaism allowed for new degrees of political committment and social
activism, with only the extremes still rubbing up against the inconvenience of secular life in
Canada. Views mostly ranged across the political spectrum from Left to far Left and back
again.The Richler house was much less engaged. As Orthodox Jews, with Lily’s Hasidic roots
still strong, the family were committed to their own closed affairs. But the parents read the same
anti-Semitic signs posted along Highway 15 and outside certain resorts in Ste. Agathe. They
heard the stories of relations in Poland and Ukraine who had gone missing, and were privy to the



whispers in synagogue that something appalling was happening in Europe. Terrible rumours
were escaping the Soviet Union as well: of campaigns and purges, of camps constituting a
gulag. Lily’s letters to a sister-in-law and niece in Russia went undelivered, eventually making
their way back to St. Urbain Street, frayed from their brief experience inside Stalin’s
nightmare.Add to these narratives the everyday accounts and activities of the war: Lorne Greene
and Matthew Halton on the CBC; headlines in the newspapers, either local or out of New York;
the rationing of gas and food, the knitting of sweaters by various Richler sisters and spouses for
servicemen overseas; and the ubiquitous signs warning of fifth columnists and even women who
might bring soldiers to grief. (“IF SHE’S GAME, SHE’S GOT IT!” warned one about venereal
disease.) No house could remain aloof, even if it wanted to.For Mordecai, the war blew a window
out of the musty room of his Orthodox childhood. With the glass shattered, the window would
never be closed again. He couldn’t have been happier.A Boy Scout, if not a Jewish commando,
he and his friends canvassed the neighbourhood in their uniforms collecting aluminum bottles
for redeployment in fighter planes. They would turn the bottles in at the depot or sell their haul to
a junkyard, splitting the take. Regardless, the profiteers sang: “Hitler has only got one ball /
Goering has two, but they are small / Himmler is somewhat similar / But poor old Goebbels has
no balls at all.” Taunting Nazis from across the ocean demonstrated adolescent spirit, if not the
fortitude needed by adults. Around the city were nine thousand workers producing ammunition
alone. Thousands more made canvas for tents and fabric for uniforms, cloth for gas masks and
surgical dressings. Aircraft production also continued to boom. Twelve thousand workers in five
factories throughout the south-shore suburb of Longueuil built Harvard trainers and Mosquito
fighter bombers for the Noorduyn Aircraft company. Seven thousand others at Fairchild Aircraft
put together Helldivers for the American forces and Bristol bombers and Cornells for the
RAF.Such activity, it was believed, left the city a target for intrepid German bombers travelling via
Norway and Greenland. Air-raid preparations in Montreal included staged blackouts such as the
one on the evening of June 9, 1941, when sirens sounded the alert. Streetcars joined regular
vehicles in dimming their lights, and the few remaining horse-drawn carts pulled over. Fifteen
thousand volunteer wardens patrolled the city in civilian clothes, on the lookout for spies and
saboteurs, hushing giggling teens and writing up $10 fines for anyone who failed to turn off
lights. Bombers from the new Royal Canadian Air Force dropped leaflets urging citizens to buy
War Savings Bonds.It was a serious time, and a time for serious people to step up. But kids and
adolescents could only whoop in cinemas at the sight of General Montgomery and shout rude
rhymes about Nazis, stifling their complaints about the rationing that carefully allotted tea and
coffee, butter and meat, and sugar.On January 27, 1944, Mutty Richler turned thirteen. The first
Saturday after his birthday, two dozen Richlers gathered in the Young Israel to witness the bar
mitzvah of their most vexing progeny. Among the non-family present was Evelyn Sacks. His
grade seven teacher wasn’t the only one to be astonished that the bar mitzvah boy insisted on
performing the entire morning service himself. No rabbi was sought for any of the seven
sections. (Often, the boy reads only the final section, the maftir.) He recited the portion allotted



him from the Books of the Prophets—the Haftarah—using the proper chant, and then delivered
his own commentary on the day’s Torah reading, called the d’var torah. The commentary could
be done in English, but the rest had to be in Hebrew. Though a cantor was present to lead the
prayers, Mordecai made his way through the ceremony in the language he had been learning, in
between glances at the sports page, at cheder and at Talmud Torah.Afterwards, there were
cakes and schnapps for guests and a scattering of gifts for the bar mitzvah boy, including paints
and an easel from Mrs. Sacks and a signet ring from his classmates. It was a perfunctory event,
Orthodox and restrained. No doubt his own hostility—presumably he did not exchange words
with Shmarya Richler—dampened the mood. Lost in the dourness was an assertion, conscious
or not; by insisting on performing the ceremony himself, the thirteen-year-old was making a
declaration. He did know “who he was,” both as a grandson of Rabbi Rosenberg and as a
learned young Jew, and he could undertake to fulfill the formal requirements of his family’s
religion without being beholden to it. If the rite of passage was about declaring his readiness to
be counted an adult, fine. If others thought the bar mitzvah represented, as the term suggested
in Hebrew, an acceptance that the initiated would henceforth perform God’s commandments
and enter deeper into the Jewish faith, well, that was their problem.For Lily, the performance
must have been bittersweet. In effect, her son demonstrated the excellence and aptitude she
had been hoping he would show for the religion and, by extension, the life he was in the process
of renouncing.Moses, too, was likely a proud parent on that Saturday in late January, with his
oldest boy at university and his youngest reciting the Pentateuch, the Torah scroll, in Hebrew. In
front of all those Richlers, no less, including Shmarya. They had to be impressed by Mordecai—
for once. And though she could be a difficult wife, Lily was well liked by her in-laws. She had
remained devoted to her own parents, looking after her ailing mother all those years. Any Richler
who fell ill went to Lily for care. She was family, despite her self-importance and need to be set
apart.But the bar mitzvah, it turned out, was all that had been holding the marriage together. Lily
had made it known months before that she would be seeking a divorce once their second son
was ordained a man. Moses had tried placating her with flowers and gifts, to no avail. For
months rabbis in black gabardine coats had been knocking on the door of 5257 St. Urbain,
hoping to dissuade her. Divorce was more than a scandal in the Orthodox community. It marked
a kind of breach, a gash in the social fabric. While Mordecai looked on, the rabbis, playing
eleventh-hour marriage counsellors, asked Moses to name his biggest grievance against his
wife. Rocking on his heels and snapping his suspenders, he replied that, on waking from his nap
on Saturday afternoon, would it be too much to expect a cup of hot tea with lemon? The day
came, and Moses Richler packed his bags and moved into a room to let in a house on
Esplanade.Avrum learned about the separation in a letter from his mother. He returned to
Montreal and made the rounds. “Do something!” his grandfather demanded, concerned about
the family’s good name. Visiting his father in his room on Esplanade, Avrum found him stunned
and humiliated, and also heard that the boarder, Julius Frankel, had taken a larger role in his
mother’s life. “St. Urbain’s cuckold,” Moses would soon be labelled. Finally, at 5257, Avrum



Richler was met by Frankel himself, who insisted they retreat to a restaurant on Laurier for a
chat, man to man. There he announced: “Your mother and I are in love.”The teenager could do
little. His father was out; this younger man from Europe, who sometimes screamed a woman’s
name in his sleep—a woman, likely a Jew, left behind in Germany—was in. Frankel was in the
apartment and, it seemed, in their mother’s bed. Avrum made his peace with an unpleasant and
upsetting situation; then he went back to Kingston to finish the school year.For Mordecai, there
was no escape. He was no longer welcome at his grandparents’, even though his grandmother
remained fond of him. Uncles, aunts, even cousins, viewed him as trouble best avoided. Worse,
he was asked to take sides within his own family, and did, agreeing with his mother that she
deserved her happiness. He turned on his father—summoning, perhaps, his own list of
grievances—and shortly thereafter, in an argument officially over his newly proclaimed atheism,
a position arrived at by reading about Charles Darwin, exchanged awkward blows with him.
Father and son did not talk again for nearly two years.Now he found himself alone in the
apartment with his mother and her lover, witnessing some things, overhearing others. He was
certainly hearing about the legal manoeuvres. A civil divorce in Quebec required parliamentary
approval, a long and costly process. The other route involved a Jewish divorce, called a get,
whereby the marriage was legally and in religious terms deemed to have never happened. Lily
hired a lawyer who made the case that, because she had been only seventeen when she
married, and had done so without her father’s permission, the union had been illegal under
Jewish law. Given the widespread knowledge that Rabbi Rosenberg had arranged the match,
and the still-vivid memory of the dance between the rebbe and his nineteen-year-old shammas
at the wedding, these were evident misrepresentations. Even so, they worked. As solutions went,
a get was practical and, in theory, face-saving. It took a thirteen-year-old to point out the
absurdity of claiming to undo the past with the stroke of a pen. Referring to himself and Avrum,
and using the Hebrew word for bastard, Mordecai asked his parents: “What does that make us,
mamzerim?”Other people thought so. Soon enough Mutty was being punished for the sins of
Moses and Lily. He was not invited to a classmate’s party on account of the scandal. He felt the
burn of gazes and heard the buzz in the synagogue. For someone born with an innate sensitivity
to hypocrisy and nonsense, the injustice was palpable. With Avrum in Kingston, he had no one
to talk to about the turmoil around him and within his own heart. Small wonder that he was being
pronounced moody and abrasive, or was trying to pass for older than his birthdate allowed. A
different war had broken out on St. Urbain Street, and even a boy who could recite the bar
mitzvah ceremony and spar with a Jehovah’s-enforcer grandparent could not negotiate this
battlefield, never mind sort out his true allies.Evelyn Sacks volunteered as a friend. She had
noticed Julius Frankel’s sophistication and charm. She also noted that Lily and her lover allowed
no outward expressions of affection in front of Mordecai, and how, on the evenings she came to
supper, the charade extended to the meal itself. At 5:30 Mutty would sit at the dining table, laid
with cloth napkins and a checkered cloth, for a dinner of plain, hearty food and dessert, in the
company of his mother, their boarder, and his grade seven teacher. No wine would be served.



Nor would there be conversation across the table. Mordecai would turn to Evelyn Sacks and talk
to her and her only. Young female teachers at Talmud Torah were progressive, none more so
than Mrs. Sacks, and the two together revisited schoolroom topics of the day—the radical
Bartolomei Vanzetti’s proud speech to the U.S. court before his execution; John Steinbeck’s
exposés of class injustice in America; the exploits of El Campesino, the Republican commander
during the Spanish Civil War, who later fled to the Soviet Union once the fascists took control. Or
he might talk about the thrilling playoff run of the Montreal Canadiens, then in pursuit of their first
Stanley Cup in fourteen years. At no point would he address Julius Frankel.His anger, and
mouth, nearly got him thrown out of Talmud Torah before graduation. When his Hebrew teacher’s
habit of spraying spittle on students became too much, Mordecai asked that he quit doing it.
Offended, the teacher demanded he be expelled. Evelyn Sacks pleaded his case with the
principal, emphasizing the situation at home. He served a suspension and was allowed to
graduate.His annus horribilis ended, at least, with two happy auguries. The Habs did win their
first Stanley Cup since 1931—the birth year, it so happened, of one of their biggest fans in the
Jewish ghetto. The victory was spectacular, an overtime win in the fifth and final game. The
opponents were the Chicago Black Hawks and the date was April 13, a night Mutty would have
spent next to the radio. He may have jumped up when goaltender Bill Durnan stopped the first-
ever penalty shot in finals’ overtime. He may have roared when Toe Blake scored the winning
goal shortly thereafter. If every living room along St. Urbain Street didn’t echo his delight, streets
a few blocks to the east were undoubtedly celebrating Maurice Richard and nos glorieux.What
were celebrated on St. Urbain Street, as all over Canada, were the June 6 CBC reports of the D-
Day invasion of Normandy. “They sailed under cover of darkness to smash down the walls of
Fortress Europe,” announced a newsreader. The landing of Canadian troops at Juno Beach was
bannered across the newspapers of the country. On June 8 Matthew Halton—famed now as the
“voice” of the war—told listeners: “A few hours ago I was in France. I have come back [to London]
for a day to try and describe the liberation of France.” Noting how Hitler’s “West Wall” had turned
out to be a myth, Halton had travelled inland with the with troops. French villagers, he said, were
showing their gratitude to Canadians by honouring fallen soldiers with
flowers.VIICOMRADESDown at 4251 St. Urbain, in a cavernous building named after a British
soldier who became governor general of Canada, Mordecai Richler was starting fresh. His
brother had graduated from Baron Byng High two years before, leaving, once again, memories
of a studious and respectful Richler boy. A couple of his Talmud Torah classmates, still from the
wrong side of Park, were destined as well for this public school of one thousand. But otherwise
the Richler with the home address three-quarters of a mile up the same street was just another
name on the class sheet assigned to a ground-floor room. He was also just another member of
the ninety-five per cent majority student population. Strive hard and work /With your heart in the
doing was the school motto. Up play the game /As you learnt it at Byng. To which the males of
Baron Byng would gleefully add: Issey, Ikey, Mikey, Sam /we’re the boys that eat no ham.By
September 1944 Baron Byng had already transitioned two generations of Jewish youth from mid-



Atlantic childhoods into mainstream North American adult lives. Neither its success at
assimilation nor its academic excellence was exactly by design. But year after year, teenagers
whose parents worked as shopkeepers and seamstresses, as hawkers in newspaper stands,
graduated not only with passages of Keats and Shelley committed to memory and songs like
“God Save the King” and “The British Grenadiers” on their lips, but also with the best
matriculation results in Quebec. Soon-to-be doctors and dentists, lawyers and accountants
emerged from the twin doorways: males onto Clark Street, females onto St. Urbain. Boys
occupied the east wing, thirty-six to a class, and girls the west, meeting at lunch in the side yard
off Rachel or in a central courtyard. Students rose up from the ground level in grades eight and
nine to the upper floors in grades ten and eleven. Then they burst through the ceiling into
universities across Canada and the United States, often on scholarships. Graduates included
David Lewis and A.M. Klein, actor William Shatner and Supreme Court Justice Morris Fish. The
prominent gangster Harry Ship was also an alumnus, as were ruthless business tycoons, nervy
boxers and fighters for Israel. It was a mostly distinguished roll call, without match in any other
Montreal school—except, arguably, Collège Brébeuf, where the future political ruling classes,
among them Pierre Trudeau, were being educated.“I suppose most of you expect to go on to
McGill University four years from now,” the principal, Dr. A.K. Astbury, told the rows of grade eight
boys in their freshly pressed trousers in the gym one morning in September. “Well, you will have
to work hard,” he added, citing the ten percent gap between entrance marks for Jews and
Gentiles. He needn’t have bothered with the pep talk. Those same fathers and mothers,
relegated by fate to menial jobs, had their children’s futures as carefully plotted as the unfolding
Allied assault on Germany. Well aware of the double standard at McGill, they had been
subjecting their sons to “Word Power” columns in Reader’s Digest and biographies of famous
doctors. They already viewed fellow Jews as competition for the few scholarships and slots in
the professional schools. In this regard, Lily Richler was no exception. The day Mordecai came
home with a rank two Talmud Torah report card, his mother made a single comment: “Who came
rank one?”As for the students themselves, they were Depression-trained in alertness and hustle.
Nobody was giving anything to anyone on St. Urbain Street; chance was what you made of it. For
all their attitude and mischief, these teenagers were eager to learn, to achieve success as
upwardly mobile Montrealers, which, being native-born and English-speaking, they felt more
entitled to than their parents.The school faculty played a role in moulding these new Canadians.
Dr. Astbury, a legend for both his insistence on academic excellence and the crack of his strap
across palms, oversaw a staff that was ninety percent Gentile, with names like Hoover, Stewart,
Dunn and Patterson. Many were either veterans of the First World War or, in later years, young
men just back from the latest one. Students whispered that the Protestant School Division,
which oversaw Baron Byng by default (any non-Catholic school came under its auspices), had
resolved to concentrate those teachers returning from the trenches with injuries or shell shock in
a single institution. Among the older staff was the English teacher Mr. McCletchie. A United
Empire Loyalist, McCletchie told students he had survived a rat-infested trench at the Somme by



reading Milton and Donne using a candle attached to his helmet. Then there was the deaf
physics teacher, O.J. Lummus. He sported a hearing aid on his chest the size of a box of
chocolates. Boys would lower their voices, obliging him to turn up a dial, and then would shout,
ringing his shell-damaged ears. These men were quirky but decent; they were mensches. For
their decency many were awarded Yiddish diminutives: “Yossel” for Lummus and “Mechel” for
McCletchie.There were also a few women on staff, including Frances Katz, one of the handful of
Jewish teachers. She taught grade nine drama. Also the art teacher, Miss Savage, who had
once dated the painter A.Y. Jackson and was a talented artist. She oversaw a massive mural
designed and painted by the students in the locker area, Mordy Richler—as he had begun
introducing himself—among them.Other faculty members were less commendable. An industrial
arts instructor made snide comments about the family backgrounds of the boys, predicting they
would turn out no better. Another, asking his class if they knew how Jews made an “s,” scrawled
an “s” on the blackboard and ran two strokes through it—the $ sign. Still others could be cruel
with words and punishment alike. The notorious Mr. Shaw strapped twelve kids in a single
afternoon, ten strokes per hand, for the crime of refusing to divulge who had farted in his class.
Another strap-happy teacher had his Austin disappear. Seniors had picked it up and relocated it
a block away.In his early high school days, Mordecai and his friends gravitated towards the less
scholarly environments in the streets around Baron Byng. His initial forays into the pool halls
along St. Lawrence and over on Park dated to the final autumn of the Second World War. So did
his visits to the backroom of Beauty’s Deli, where card games were for higher stakes. Shoplifting
sprees downtown, peaking at age fourteen with the pilfering of bats and balls at Eaton’s, were
more engaging activities than any on offer in the classroom. The same held true for fisticuffs and
shoving matches with classmates, including a brawl with Jack Wolofsky, grandson of the founder
of the Yiddish daily—a fight initiating a friendship, as is so often the case with boys. The angry,
smart loner who almost got expelled from Talmud Torah had shown up at Baron Byng with the
same edge, and from the outset he was someone to be wary of.Mordy tried poses. First up was
the adolescent sophisticate. Terrified of girls, but desperate to meet them, he sat in the stands at
basketball games, chewing on an unlit pipe and feigning to turn the pages of tomes as daunting
as The Outline of History by H.G. Wells, borrowed for three cents a week from the local Jewish
library. The pipe, let alone the book, did nothing to gain him any of those sweetly scented girls of
his dreams—they were, not unreasonably, more interested in the basketball players—but did
earn the friendship of one of the team’s stars. Jack Rabinovitch was the son of Ukrainian Jewish
immigrants who had fled the 1926 pogroms. His father was a “newsie,” selling papers from a
stand at the corner of Ontario and St. Lawrence, and Jack delivered the dailies after school each
day. Tall for his age, and gifted athletically, the grade nine student befriended the undersized
smart aleck with the pipe and book, admiring his chutzpah and dry sense of humour. Since
neither went home for lunch, they were soon eating hot dogs at a stand on Clark or walking the
two blocks down The Main to splurge on smoked meat sandwiches, two for twenty-five cents,
with fries for a nickel, at Schwartz’s. The Rachel Pool Hall wasn’t far away, or the Royal, where



hot dogs cost five cents. Jack liked pool as well.Back at 5257 St. Urbain, Mordecai was once
more sharing the cramped bedroom with his brother. To pay the tuition at the Université de
Montréal, where he was now enrolled in optometry, Avrum tutored students and drove a taxi on
weekends. Sunday mornings he made collections, at three percent of the gross, for a local
butcher. Studying was best done at a library. As a result, he kept irregular hours and rarely ate at
home. But he and his kid brother would talk at night, as in the old days, the subjects more
evolved versions of the familiar complaints. The theme of hypocrisy continued to dominate, the
cast of the guilty larger than ever: their mother with her secret lover and sham Jewish divorce;
their brash Uncle Joe, vaunting his seniority at the scrapyard, and their pompous Uncle Bernard,
now a resident of Outremont, his house filled with the baubles of the nouveau riche; their
hapless father, striving to please the family that disrespected him. There was the incident, even
before the divorce, when Mordecai was in the scrapyard offices with his father and Uncle Joe.
When the phone rang he picked it up and, on learning the call was for “Mr. Richler,” passed it to
Moses. For this he was chewed out by Joe, who informed him that if the caller wanted his father
they’d ask for “Moe.” “Mr. Richler” was his exclusive preserve. When Mordy, indignant on behalf
of his parent, swore at him, he got cuffed. Again.But the brothers didn’t talk much about Julius
Frankel. Mordecai had something enormous to tell Avrum about Frankel and their mother—an
incident that had scalded him—but didn’t say it. Either he wasn’t sure of what he had seen, or he
couldn’t find the words. Or else, the reality of their mother’s romantic involvement with the
boarder was impossible for the boys to broach.Shmarya Richler, retired to the balcony porch on
Jeanne Mance, was no longer cuffing his grandson. He couldn’t get close enough to him;
confrontations had now been reduced to stare-downs as Mordy deliberately walked past his
apartment yarmulke-free and puffing on a cigarette. If the elder Richler shared any quality with
his daughter-in-law, it was a capacity for sustained enmity. But Mordecai, combining the
bloodlines of both sides of his family, was already their near match at holding a grudge.What
Avrum Richler was detecting in his brother was the emergence of a strident moral character.
Even at thirteen, he had a strong sense of right and wrong. Certain realities, ranging from Nazis
to lying mothers, disgusted him, and he could not feign otherwise. Avrum, thinking of his own
reluctant acceptance of Frankel—he had agreed to give him driving lessons, despite neither
trusting nor liking the man—observed that Mordecai could not, would not, make any similar
peace. Nor would he accord the German Jew the respect children were supposed to extend
automatically to adults. To Avrum, his younger sibling was a Jewish commando in embryo,
fearless and fierce, occasionally to be seen, in fact, in the uniform of the Baron Byng cadets,
which he joined on reaching the rank of high school student, albeit as a lowly grade-eighter.Still,
there was some space for being a teenager. Girls were a sudden preoccupation. How do you
touch them? he asked. How do you undo a bra? Avrum was no expert—he would remain a virgin
until his marriage at age twenty-four—but he tried to caution his kid brother. Masturbate too
much, he warned, and you’ll go blind. Mordecai had been born with an undescended second
testicle, about which Avrum commiserated; he also claimed he would be unable to produce



semen. Mordy already knew him to be wrong, thanks to drawings of lingerie models in the
Herald and even the chaste Canadian Jewish Review. Of course, he still had much to learn.
Baron Byng held “tea dances” in the gym on Friday afternoons, when the sexes could mingle.
When a boastful classmate claimed to have “gone the limit” with a girl, one who had, he
reported, self-gratified herself after seeing movies involving hunky stars like Tyrone Power,
young Mordecai knew better. “How could she?” he asked. “She’s a girl, for Christ’s sake.”Mostly,
though, he was in a war at 5257 St. Urbain, and fighting it solo. Each evening he would spar,
largely in silence, with his mother and her lover, then retreat to his room to resume cheering on
the withering of the Third Reich. Rome had been liberated in June 1944, and Paris was freed of
Nazis on August 25. U.S. troops reached the Siegfried Line in mid-September. By October
Holland had been retaken, Athens likewise liberated, and the great General Rommel had been
forced to commit suicide. Along the Belgian-German border perched the medieval town of
Aachen, one of the first cities inside the Reich to surrender. In mid-December Hitler launched his
final, desperate counter-assault in the Ardennes region—the brutal month-long Battle of the
Bulge.Unnoted on Mordecai’s bedroom map of Europe was the surrender of the Polish Home
Army to the Germans on October 2, marking the end of the Warsaw Uprising and, later that
month, the final use of gas chambers in Auschwitz. (Other concentration camps, including
Dachau and Buchenwald, continued exterminating Jews until the spring.) It would be another
half-year before he became familiar with those places and incidents, when they would be not
only pinpointed on a map, but lodged forever in his moral imagination.That same autumn, the
fourteen-year-old made his first efforts at writing fiction. Classmates already stole glances at the
drawings that crowded the margins of his notebooks. Now Mordy reprised his role from Talmud
Torah by being the first to read out his Current Events essays, writings whose grasp of the news
and clarity of expression came as a fresh surprise to everyone. But his early stories, had he
shared them, would have had less impact. School readers at the time favoured tales such as
“The Face on the Wall,” where two Englishmen scare each other at their club with yarns of
supernatural dread. He used these as models. “Sir Marmaduke Tingley Winterbottom,” ran one
Mordecai Richler story, set in a London private club, “remembering to pass the port to the left,
says to Lord Beauchamp, pronounced Beecham, ‘I say, did I ever tell you about the time our thin
red line confronted the Fuzzy Wuzzies on the African plain.’ ” Or, from a fragment called “The
Story That Marvin Told”: “Marvin was hardly an intimate acquaintance, but rather, we were
school cronies and more or less chips off the same block.”Parodying what little literature he had
read—G.A. Henty and Rudyard Kipling—marked the extent of his early reach. Novels, Mordecai
explained once, were of little utility to the active teen. Sports and the war were real; stories
weren’t. But a novel he did manage to get through, John Buchan’s popular The Thirty-Nine
Steps, constituted his first formative reading experience, mostly for its thrilling plot. The book had
a curious local connection, especially for a kid attending Baron Byng High: until his death in
1940, Buchan had been, like Byng, the governor general of Canada. Every Saturday morning at
synagogue the congregation had dutifully wished a long life to Lord Tweedsmuir, as Buchan was



otherwise known. The matter-of-fact redaction of the toxic Protocols of Zion conspiracy for world
Jewish domination, outlined by a character in Buchan’s opening pages, did not register with him
until much later.Poetry had even less purchase, especially given its frequent use as punishment
for swearing or tardiness. (“A thing of beauty is a joy forever. Explain,” would be a typical task.)
But sixteen lines of memorized Tennyson stayed with him: “Break, break, break / On thy cold
grey stones, O sea! / And I would that my tongue could utter / The thoughts that arise in me.” But
while John Buchan, or even Sir Marmaduke, could arouse strong emotions, most of the boys of
Baron Byng found such poetic sentiments sissy and unreal.Hockey, in contrast, had everything
to do with the lives of Jewish boys, who, while less likely to join outdoor leagues with the skilled
French players, were skaters on the frozen ponds and street-hockey fanatics in the alleys, using
coal-stuffed socks for pucks and department store catalogues for pads. Many Baron Byng
students lived and died with the Habs. The team was the nightly sports lead in the Herald and on
CJAD radio, the talk of barbershop conversations and back-of-synagogue chatter. In particular,
Maurice Richard’s assault on history preoccupied the city during the winter of 1944–45. Richard,
who had scored all five goals for the Canadiens in a 5–1 victory over the hated Toronto Maple
Leafs the previous spring, was now on pace to achieve the impossible: fifty goals in the same
number of games. Richard’s intensity, his flair for the dramatic gesture, had won over all
Montrealers with hot blood in their veins. For the more engaged, especially with the outbreak of
anti-conscription riots—a response, for once, to an actual imposition: conscription to
compensate for the loss of troops in the battles of spring and summer—the Rocket’s well-known
attempts to enlist in the Canadian army added to his stature. For Jews, especially, the fact that
the French city’s biggest sports figure had been aware of the stakes was consoling.A year later,
another sports icon made a brief but no less significant appearance in Montreal. Mordecai and
his grade eight friends played hooky to watch baseball at Delorimier Downs, where on weekday
afternoons kids were admitted free to the left-field bleachers. That fall, with the Royals in the
pennant race, games were sold out, fans perching on the roof of the Grover Knit-to-Fit building
across the street. With the 1945 squad including its first-ever Jewish player, Kermit Kitman, the
loyalty of the Baron Byng truants was assured. But it was the 1946 team, featuring a young
African-American second baseman named Jackie Robinson, that sounded a noise heard far
beyond Montreal. He batted .349 with the Royals that season, stole forty bases and had a near-
perfect fielding record. Montreal fans gave him a standing ovation for every bold play. On the
road in America, Robinson endured vicious taunting, most of it racial; in the Canadian city, he
was embraced. When the Royals won the Triple-A Championships, Robinson was paraded
around the infield on the shoulders of fans and mobbed outside the stadium. The next season
he was called up by the Brooklyn Dodgers, where he broke the colour barrier in major-league
baseball. Kermit Kitman, a decent fielder with a weak bat, didn’t make the Royals squad.In his
freshman year Mordecai Richler met the three friends who would, along with Jack Rabinovitch,
remain his comrades throughout high school. The most exciting was Murray Greenberg. Only a
few months older than the others, Greenberg already shaved daily and dressed in pegged



trousers. At the many games at which Mordy wanted to excel, Greenberg naturally shone:
snooker and basketball, baseball and boxing, where he fought in the Golden Gloves for the
YMHA. That, plus girls. Greenberg stopped by Wilensky’s to show off the condom he kept in his
wallet—“just in case.” He also invited his new friend to catch for him in the alleyway behind St.
Urbain while he perfected the fastball that would, he boasted, eventually attract the interest of a
local scout. Greenberg claimed he had a stepbrother flying for the U.S. 5th Air Force in the
Pacific. They had already made plans to settle in Palestine once the Nazis, and the Japanese,
were sorted out.

Mordecai The Dallas Cowboys
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A. Hooper, “WHY MORDECAI MATTERED. MORDECAI: The Life & Times (reviewed
2013)Mordecai Richler should be famous. More famous than he is, that is.His contemporaries
were Philip Roth and Joseph Heller and Saul Bellow and John Updike. Canadian author
Mordecai Richler was better than any of them.When he died in 2001 at age 70, he left behind a
clutch of brilliant novels and several volumes of pithy essays on subjects guaranteed to outrage
the parochial minded.Which was okay by Mordecai. He disdained insular thinkers – like, for
instance, the heavy-breathing French-Canadian nationalists in his native Quebec. Between his
more important writing assignments, he took time to denounce the absurdity of that province’s
repressive French language laws, which are an offense to anyone who believes in free
speech.Quebec secessionists bristled. They fulminated. They organized boycotts and lynch
mobs, culturally speaking.Richler responded by returning to his typewriter and starting work on
his next artistic tour de force.In “MORDECAI: His Life & Times,” biographer Charles Foran
presents Richler in full-throated charge. Warts and all, like they say.Foran himself is a superb
writer – the author of several books including two novels. His “novelization” of Richler’s values
and attitudes enriches the biography by humanizing its subject on every page.Writing was
Richler’s life. But he was a man of many parts, and biographer Foran captures them all:• –
Mordecai Richler wrote beautiful sentences. He published 10 novels of dazzling scope and
hilarious wit. You won’t find two admirers who rate his novels in exactly the same order. This
would be mine:“Joshua, Then and Now.” “St. Urbain’s Horseman.” “Barney’s Version.” “Solomon
Gursky Was Here.” “The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz.” “Cocksure.”(Scratch the earlier
novels: “The Acrobats” and “The Incomparable Atuk” and “Son of a Smaller Hero.” In later years
Richler tried to keep them from being reprinted as the detritus of his learner phase.)• – His
literary milieu was a Jewish subsection of Montreal. But his canvas expanded from there to New
York and London and Paris and Madrid and Africa and even to the great Canadian North.
Montreal was simply a starting point. His themes were universal.• – He could be a tough
interview. He endured the prescribed tours to promote a book, but he didn’t enjoy them. He
would lapse into sullen silence if he perceived that the interviewer was an unread drone.I
happened to see one of his TV talk show appearances in Vancouver for “Solomon Gursky Was
Here.” Richler came on the set and sat down and grumped, “I don’t know what I’m doing
here.”Interviewer: “Uh … what do you mean?”Richler: “Everybody knows that people who watch
daytime TV don’t read books.”Interviewer: “Uh … well, there is that.”• – Even the cover of
“MORDECAI” is iconic. It shows him squinting at us through a haze of cigarette fumes. Richler
smoked. Heavily. All his life. It’s what killed him.It was the only cliché that dared show its face in
his presence. But it was one too many…Charles Foran nails all these quirks and feats in the 737
pages of his bio. Mr. Foran is nothing if not inclusive.To a fault, some might say. All literary
biographies are overwritten, because the people who write them love their subject. And there’s
so much material available – the subject is a walking paper trail. He writes copious letters to his



friends and his friends write back. There are the published interviews. Public appearances.
Family archives.No detail goes undiscovered. Or unreported.Some readers may find Foran’s
devotion to Richler’s day-to-day activities a tad overmuch. Exhausting, even. Couldn’t he have
summarized just a little? Fair question.On balance, though, it’s a price worth paying to share the
life and times of a novelist whose works rank with the best of the 20th Century.– Al Hooper–
(More reviews at E-HOOPER.COM)”

G H Lopez, “Great biography about a great writer. I recommend this book if you are fan of
Mordecai Richler, if you are interested in Canadian literature of the second half of the 20th
Century, or even of the history of Montreal in general. Well written and lots of research. As a
biography, definitely sympathetic to its subject, but still warts and all.”

Baby Boomer SK, “A most compelling read of the life of Mordecai Richler.. As a long time fan of
Mordecai Richler, it was great to read his life story in all its detail, warts and all.”

Unree, “Definitive. Beautifully researched, nicely written, moves fast.”

readerforlife, “Superb biography. Foran's book is IT (according to the Canadian bookseller,
Indigo): the definitive, detailed, intimate portrait of Mordecai Richler, the lion of Canadian
literature, and the turbulent, changing times that nurtured him. It is also an extraordinary love
story that lasted half a century. Adam Gopnik calls it "a fine, intelligent, deeply historicized,
compassionate, insightful, fair-minded and above all loving book." Mordecai: The Life and Times
was nominated for numerous awards, winning the Charles Taylor Prize for Non-Fiction and the
Canadian Jewish Book Award for Biography.”

roch aube, “un beau livre. pour lecture”

Subrata Kumar Das, “Four Stars. Anyone interested in Mordecai, can boast of having a copy of
this book.”

Allan Carin, “Five Stars. A fascinating biography of Canadas foremost authors.”

michaelk, “An extraordinary life, an outstanding biography. Charles Foran's "Life and Times " of
Mordecai Richter is without question the definitive life in full of a man's whose talent, ambition
and fearlessness shines though in ever page!”

Bob Jones, “Five Stars. One of the best biographies I've read.”

The book by Charles Foran has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 16 people have provided feedback.
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